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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
It is observed that there is a mismatch between the gender role portrayal 
shown television commercials and that found in reality. So the objectives of this 
paper are to study the rationale of advertising practitioners behind the use of 
stereotypical gender portrayals in television commercials and to examine 
consumers' attitude towards gender stereotypical portrayal in television 
advertisements. 
Two product categories, one masculine and one feminine product (beer 
and seasoning products), with two brands from each one, are selected for the 
study. San Miguel (progressive portrayal) and Carlsberg (traditional portrayal) are 
brands for the beer while Lee Kum Kee Sauce (progressive portrayal) and Maggi 
Sauce (traditional portrayal) are brands for the seasoning products. 
Data is collected through large scale survey on advertising agents and 
consumers. Consumer focus group discussions and interviews of manufacturers 
and advertising agents are carried out to gather detailed information. 
From the survey on advertising professionals, stereotypical gender portrayal 
is employed for conventional gender-oriented products, not for all the products. 
They still hold the belief that super-ego feeling has greater appeal to male 
audience and the image of full-time and capable housewife is the dream of 
today's women. So they think the use of catalyst in beer commercial and 
traditional housewife in seasoning products commercial are appropriate. 
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But from survey on consumers, super-ego feeling is no longer existing 
among male audience by portraying woman as catalyst in beer commercial. They 
can now accept men and women drinking beer together and women acting as 
catalyst may not be able to attract male audience. Actually, they can even accept 
the portrayal of cooking man in seasoning products commercial as they think that 
more men are now participating in household duties. However, the pace of 
changes in gender portrayal in television commercial should not be too drastic as 
traditional norm cannot be replaced in one day. 
For the female respondents, they dislike the use of catalyst in beer 
commercial as they think that more women drink beer nowadays. They also 
believe that the husband and wife cooking together is the best setting for 
seasoning products commercial. On the whole, they prefer an more updated 
portrayal of women in commercial. 
So it is found that there is a great perception discrepancy on gender 
portrayal between advertising professional and consumers. It is recommended that 
modification on gender portrayal in television commercials is necessary, especially 
for beer and seasoning products. For beer commercials, though catalyst can still 
be employed, the one that possesses only , beauty is not suggested. The female 
should be portrayed as a woman with both independent thinking and beauty. 
For seasoning commercials, stereotypical female portrayal as a homemaker 
can still be accepted. But more varieties on male and female portrayal are also 
encouraged, for example, a cooking man, or a working housewife. 
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Title of the Project 
“Gender stereotypical portrayal in masculine and feminine product 
television commercials : A study of the perception discrepancy between 
advertising professional and consumers." � 
Literature Review 
There has been considerable research on sex portrayal in advertising, 
especially those dealt with sex.-role stereotypes and the portrayal of women in 
advertising copy (e.g., Belkaoui and Belkaoui, 1976; Lysonski, 1983; Gill, 1988; 
Ferguson, Kreshel and Tinkham, 1990). Most of them concluded that women's 
roles have been narrowly defined in advertising copy. Women are usually 
portrayed as traditional housewives but in reality, significant changes can be found 
in the roles of women. 
This was supported by the research done by Minnee and Boer (1990) who 
found that women in the nineties can be labelled as "combi-women"，i.e.,those 
who combine work and family together. 
Their research aimed at finding out the attitudes of different types of 
women towards individualization. Based on their findings, five distinctive women 
types can be identified. They are the traditional woman, the counterpart, the in-
between, the supporter, and the pioneer. Each is characterized by different 
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attitudes towards individualization which is then found to have positive 
relationship with the level of education. As there is an increase in the educational 
level of women in the nineties, it is not surprising to find that women in the 
nineties place more emphasis on individualism and may have stronger opinions 
toward traditionally stereotypical portrayal of women in advertising. This provides 
a big challenge to the advertisers on how best to portray women in advertising. 
The Bozell study quoted in Susan Cunningham's paper in 1990 also support 
the change in women status in society. Through the study of 1000 women in Hong 
Kong, i t found that Hong Kong women exercised substantial financial power as 
they rose in the business world. The proportion of women in the work force has 
grown from 34 percent in 1976 to 38 percent in 1990. But the more dramatic 
change is the increase in women's median income which has grown almost 700 
percent since 1976. More women now have considerable influence on household 
spending, including "big ticket" items such as cars and microwave ovens. So 
advertisers have to reconsider the female portrayals in television commercial so 
as to get greater appeal to these working women, a rising group with great 
financial power. 
The issue on the changing role of women leads to a reconsideration of 
gender portrayals in advertising. Research has been conducted to find out the 
effect of sex-role portrayals, particularly portrayals of women in advertising. 
Scheibe (1979)，by analyzing the character portrayals in television 
commercial, came to the result that roles for women, not for men, has been 
broadened. She further advocated the broadening of character portrayals in 
commercials as commercials shown new roles for men and women were more 
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likely to be remembered by the audience than those that with traditional 
stereotypes. 
A closer look at the role portrayals of women was made by Kerin, 
Lundstrom and Sciglimapaglia in 1979. They, by reviewing research and 
commentary on the use of women in advertisements, hoped to project the future 
trends of women portrayals in advertising. They expected that the range of role 
portrayals for women in the 1980's would be much wider and the use of women 
as sex objects in advertising will decline. 
Barry, Gilly and Doran (1985) wanted to find out the best appeal in 
advertising to women with different career orientation, especially those having 
moderate desire-to-work women, i.e., the "just a job" and "plan to work" 
housewives. By using the Desire-to-work scale which included 20 different 
conditions under which women might work, career motivation of different women 
could then be observed. It could also help to understand the attitude of women 
towards advertising. It is found that for the high desire-to-work group, the career 
advertisement of a new magazine with the headline "Career Partner" appealed 
more to them while the home-maker advertisement with the headline 
"Homemaker's Helper" had more appeal to the low desire-to-work group. But no 
distinct pattern of response can be observed for the modern desire-to-work 
women. So marketers and advertisers have to be very careful in analyzing the 
career-orientation of their target market before choosing an appropriate portrayal 
of women in advertising. 
Whipple and Courtney (1980) have also tried to assess the communication 
effectiveness of female role portrayals in advertising by reviewing previous 
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research studies on this topic. They found that, in order to enhance advertising 
effectiveness, four interrelated research findings should be considered : (1) The 
gender of the model chosen should match the image of the product held by users, 
the usage environment, and the product benefits. (2) The role setting chosen for 
the model (e.g., household, family, career) should be appropriate to the product 
use environment and product benefits. (3) Within any chosen role setting, 
modern, liberated depictions are generally more effective than traditional ones. 
(4) For any role and depiction, it is important to be realistic and natural, rather 
than false and stereotyped. 
Study on the effectiveness of sexual embedding in advertising has been 
carried out by Kilbourne, Painton and Ridleyy in 1985. By evaluating two 
advertisements (Marlboro Lights cigarettes and Chivas Regal whiskey) based on 
the cognitive, affective, sexual and behavioral aspects, they believed that the 
viewers' evaluations of the advertisements would be affected by the use of sexual 
embeds in magazine advertisements. The advertisement with sexual embeds would 
have greater believability, be evaluated higher on affective items and sexual items 
by the viewers and produce greater willingness on the viewers to try the product, 
though all these are only true for the Chivas advertisement. 
Leigh, Rethans and Whitney (1987)，by studying the communication 
processes in terms of cognitive responses towards advertising, also tried to 
examine the relationship between role portrayals and communication 
effectiveness. They found that more favorable attitudes toward the advertisement 
can be generated, i.e, greater advertising effectiveness, when there is consistency 
between an advertisement's role portrayals and the target audience's role 
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orientations. So they argued that tailing advertising, based on the type of target 
audience, could enhance communications effectiveness. 
Still, most of the research topics are clustered around the effect of sex-
portrayals in advertising on consumers perceptions and attitudes. Little has been 
touched on the attitudes of practitioners,, i.e., the manufacturers and advertisers. 
Whipple and Courtney (1980) have shown interest in this topic. Preferences 
of practitioners on different sex-role portrayals in commercials would be tested 
and the result would then be compared with that of customers. On the whole, 
practitioners had more favorable attitudes towards traditional advertisements, but 
differences were found between manufacturers and advertisers with the former 
group having more favorable evaluations of the progressive advertisements. 
Though consumers sampled in this study favored progressive role portrayals, 
practitioners，preference for traditional role portrayals may be the reason behind 
the employment of sex-stereotype in commercials. 
As practitioners，perceptions and attitudes on commercials have not been 
widely studied, at least in the Asian area, it is our aim to have a closer look at 
this issue, based on the opinions of practitioners in Hong Kong. 
Statement of the Problem 
There is a perception discrepancy in gender stereotypical portrayals 
between advertising professional and consumers. 
Purpose of the Study 
Objectives 
1. To study the rationale and intended perception of advertising-practitioners 
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in employing stereotypical portrayal of women in advertisement for male-
oriented /female-oriented products. 
2. To test consumers' attitude towards the use of traditional /progressive 
portrayal of women in advertising. 
3. To help marketers to build up an appealing gender portrayal in the 
television commercials. 
Justification 
Many of the previous researches on gender stereotyping have found that 
in some of the advertisements of male-oriented products, female is usually being 
portrayed as a catalyst for attracting male audiences. On the other hand, in 
advertisement for female-oriented products, female is frequently performing the 
role of a housewife. So it is not surprised for researchers to reach the conclusion 
that advertising practitioners still continuously employ these gender stereotyping 
strategies for some product categories. This is our interest to find out whether 
these strategies are successful in performing the intended purpose of the 
advertising-practitioners. 
Scope of the Study 
Actual limitations of the research will include the following: 
• The project will only include two product categories and two brands in 
each category. Therefore, caution should be taken in generalization. 
. Only the 19 members of the Association of Accredited Advertising Agents 
of Hong Kong will be in the sample. Other non-member advertising 
agents will be omitted. 
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. In the large scale questionnaire survey, it has to depend on the 
respondents recall of the particular television commercial. 
. In the large scale questionnaire survey, convenience sampling was used. 
Bias of over-representation of younger group between 21 to 30 may be 
encountered as they are more co-operative. However, it is believed most 
of them will be the dominate consumers in the 90s, their attitude is 
important in shaping their buying behaviour of the two selected products. 
And marketers thus have to seriously consider this potential group. 
Hypothesis 
Hypothesis 1 
A: Both advertising practitioners and male/female consumers think that male 
plays a dominate role in television commercial portrayal. 
B: Both advertising practitioners and male/female consumers think that male 
plays a dominate role in beer commercial portrayal. 
Hypothesis 2 
A: Both advertising practitioners and male/female consumers think that 
female catalyst is often used in television commercial. 
B: Both advertising practitioners and male/female consumers think that 
female catalyst is often used in beer commercial. 
Hypothesis 3 
A: Both advertising practitioners and male/female consumers think that 
housewife portrayal is often used in television commercial. 
B: Both advertising practitioners and male/female consumers think that 
housewife portrayal is often used in seasoning commercial. 
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Hypothesis 4 
A: Both advertising practitioners and male/female consumers think that 
, � � 
working women portrayal is seldom used in television commercial. 
B: Both advertising practitioners and male/female consumers think that 
working women portrayal is seldom used in seasoning commercial. 
Hypothesis 5 
A: Sex role portrayal by practitioners in television commercial is able to 
match with consumers' expectation of gender roles in Hong Kong. 
B: s Sex role portrayal by practitioners in beer commercial is able to match 
with consumers' expectation of gender roles in Hong Kong. 
C: Sex role portrayal by practitioners in seasoning commercial is able to 
match with consumers' expectation of gender roles in Hong Kong. 
Hypothesis 6 
A: Practitioners' perception on gender portrayal in television commercial is 
able to match with consumers> preference. 
B: Practitioners' perception on gender portrayal in beer commercial is able 
to match with consumers' preference. 
G: Practitioners' perception on gender portrayal in seasoning commercial is 
able to match with consumers' preference. 
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Methodology 
� Types of Data 
Secondary Data 
. Female working population 
. Female median income monthly 
. Female beer drinker proportion 
Primary Data 
• Marketers' attitude on stereotypical portrayal of women in their, product 
TV commercial. 
. Consumers，perception and attitude on the stereotypical portrayal of 
women in TV commercial in male-oriented and female-oriented products. 
Sources 
Secondary data will be collected from government publication of the 
Census & Statistical Department and journals and company researches. 
Primary data will be gathered by personal interviews, focus group 
discussion and large scale questionnaire survey. 
Sample Design 
Sampling Plan 
The population of interest includes product manufacturers/sole agent of 
beer and seasoning; advertising agents and consumers. 
Product Manufacturers/Sole Agent 
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Two manufacturers/sole agent will be selected in each product category 
for the focus of study. Representatives of brand management from the four 
companies will be participated in the personal interviews. 
The two manufacturers/sole agent selected are : 
Beer - San Miguel (with progressive gender portrayal) 
Carlsberg (with conventional gender portrayal) 
Seasoning - Lee Kum Kee Sauce (with progressive gender portrayal) 
Maggi Sauce (with conventional gender portrayal) 
Advertising Agents 
21 percent of the 19 advertising agents will be included in the personal 
interview survey, 100 percent of the creative personnel in the 19 advertising 
agents of the Association of Accredited Advertising Agents of Hong Kong will be 
included in the sample of large scale survey. (List of 19 agents, please refer to 
Appendix F) 
Consumers 
Three groups of female and two male group (5-8 people/group) will be 
formed for focus group discussion. 
All together 300 copies of questionnaire are to be done on studying 
consumers' attitude. 
Sampling Method 
Product Manufacturers/Sole Agent 
Judgement samples are used in selecting the four product producers and 
sole agent. The criteria for judgement is based on product nature i.e. male-
oriented (beer) and female-oriented (seasoning). 
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Advertising Agents 
Judgement samples are used. The criteria for selection is membership of 
广 . ... 
the Association of Accredited Advertising Agents of Hong Kong as the members 
are supposed to be the largest 19 in the population of interest. In the large scale 
questionnaire survey, as it will be difficult to reach the population of interest on 
individual bases, one-stage cluster sampling will be employed to study each of the 
personnel in the creative sections of the 19 advertising agents and the firm would 
only be the primary sampling units. 
Consumers 
In the focus group discussion, both judgement and convenience sampling 
will be employed. The criteria of selection will be age, sex, martial status and 
occupation. The subjects of the focus group will be by snowball samples. 
In the large scale survey, convenience sampling will be used. 
Data Collection Forms 
To enhance the validity and reliability of the research, both small, in-depth 
survey and large scale questionnaire survey will be employed as the forms of 
gathering the primary data. 
Small, in-depth Survey 
• Personal Interviews 
San Miguel Brewery Ltd. 
Carlsberg Brewery Ltd. 
Nestle China Ltd. (Maggie sauce) 
Lee Kum Kee Co., Ltd, 
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Advertising Agents (Creative Section) 
. Consumers Focus Group Discussion 
Traditional Housewife (age 45+ ) 
Working Married Women (age 30 - 45) 
Female Single (age 18 - 30) 
Male (age 18 - 50) 
Large Scale Questionnaire Survey 
. Consumers, male & female aged 18 and above � : 
- . Creative Section of 19 advertising agents of the Association of Accredited 
Advertising Agents of Hong Kong 
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CHAPTER II 
SURVEY ON ADVERTISING PROFESSIONAL 
(INTRA GROUP COMPARISON) 
I 
Higher education and career opportunities have brought independent 
lifestyles to the women of Hong Kong and a new page of gender relationship. 
However, gender portrayal in today's television commercials usually does not 
reflect the role perception of modern people. In this chapter, in-depth interviews 
and quantitative research have been taken to explore the attitude of advertising 
creative professionals on gender portrayal in beer and seasoning commercials. All 
are highly relevant for marketers. 
In-depth interviews have been conducted with marketers and creative 
directors of the selected brands and structured questionnaires are mailed to 
creative personnel (see Appendix El) . Among the 190 questionnaires sent to the 
creative professionals in the 19 4A，s advertising agents, 85 (45 percent) completed 
questionnaires have been received and returned copies have come from each 19 
agent (i.e. 100 percent, see Appendix F). And 47 percent of the respondents have 
over five-year working experience in the advertising creative field (see Appendix 
Al-a-l-c). In the following analysis, the quantitative findings are highly relevant 
support for the information collected in the in-depth interviews. 
Attitude On Gender Portrayal in TV Commercials 
Traditional Gender Portrayal 
About 45 percent of the respondents either agreed or strongly agreed that 
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male has a dominant position in most of today's commercials but nearly half of 
them did not agree that woman has often been portrayed as either homemaker 
or sexual catalyst (56 and 48 percent respectively, see Appendix A2-4). The 
majority thought that dominate male character and female catalyst are being used 
in nowadays，beer commercials (94 percent and 75 percent; see Appendix A10-
11). 86 percent of the respondents agreed or strongly agreed that most of the 
seasoning commercials use female homemaker portrayal and 43 percent said that 
they like that kind of female portrayal in seasoning advertisement (see Appendix 
A18-19). This suggests that advertising creative agree that they would use 
stereotypical gender portrayal, i.e. superior dominant role of male and either 
catalyst or homemaker role of female in traditional male-oriented and female-
oriented product, said beer and seasoning respectively though they do not admit 
that conventional gender portrayal are employed widely across all types of product 
category in general (also see Appendix Dl-a for mean comparison). 
And slightly less than half of them (47 percent) thought that gender 
character in most of the commercials, by large, can reflect today's gender 
relationship in Hong Kong and nearly 30 percent has no strong opinion (see 
Appendix A9). They believed that most of the commercials in Hong Kong are 
using the same language of the target audience and reflecting the lifestyle and 
perception of consumers. Again, very similar to their response to the general 
advertisements, half of them agreed or strongly agreed that the male-superior-
female-catalyst gender relationship in the beer commercial can truly reflect 
gender reality in society. And around 30 percent has no opinion (see Appendix 
A9). As mentioned by the creative directors, since beer is regarded as a male-
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oriented product, such type of exaggerated portrayal of gender relationship is 
intended to please the male audience. However, less than half of them (42 
percent; and 37 percent no opinion) thought that the homemaker portrayal can 
reflect the true reality of gender relationship (see Appendix A9). This reflects 
that creative personnel, by large, realize the multiple-role play of today's women 
i.e. more than a full-time housewife (also see Appendix Dl-a for mean 
comparison). 
Creative personnel believed that the portrayal of female has a greater 
degree of flexibility and varies a lot according to the nature of the product and 
the stage of Product Life Cycle, i.e., style of advertising is different in different 
stages of the PLC. They usually did not hold positive preference on any particular 
type of conventional portrayal of women, either homemaker or catalyst (see 
Appendix A6-7). However, in seasoning commercials, they would like 
conventional housewife portrayal (also see Appendix Dl-a for mean comparison). 
Progressive Gender Portrayal 
And they did not seem to hold an uniform attitude over the popularity of 
working woman portrayal in commercials in general (see Appendix A5). In 
seasoning commercials, over 40 percent thought that working woman portrayal 
has not been employed (see Appendix A18; also see Appendix Dl-a for mean 
comparison). The result is reasonable as information obtained in the in-depth 
interviews also reflected similar attitude. Some believed that working woman is 
still not too popular in Oriental countries, even in Hong Kong. Therefore, they 
seldom use working woman as the focus in the commercials. Some creative 
professionals revealed in the interviews that the portrayal of non-working woman 
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can also appeal to working females as the working group may have the aspiration 
of becoming a full-time housewife and just serving her husband and the family. 
However, some of them believed that progressive working women also start to 
appear in few advertisements. Moreover, creative admitted that there are 
constraints for trying new portrayal and breaking through the stereotypical sexual 
role play. In most of the time, they would prefer to use other areas, such as 
photographic techniques or setting to make an unique attribute of the commercial 
instead of new gender portrayal as it will be less risky and more acceptable to 
clients and the mass audience. The result of the survey and the interviews 
revealed that advertising creative usually prefer to stick to already accepted 
gender portrayal in commercial because there has not been any open objection. 
Moreover, marketers usually do not encourage too progressive portrayal for both 
sex in order to avoid risk and rejection by audience. 
69 percent of the respondents admitted that catalyst is suitable for beer 
advertisement but even a slightly higher proportion of them (73 percent) agreed 
that "career-type pioneer" of female portrayal will be suitable in today's beer 
advertisement as the gender relationship has been changing in the last decade 
(see Appendix A12). This again reflected that though creative think that 
independent women can be appropriate for today's beer commercial, beer 
commercial using such modern portrayal of women is rare. This may be due to 
the reason that they tend to avoid "too new" gender portrayal and are afraid that 
"too progressive" female portrayal may alienate the primary target audience, that 
is the male drinkers. Although the number of female beer drinkers has been 
increasing in recent years and in 1989 survey，only 8 percent are female drinkers 
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while in 1990, the percentage has risen up to 15 percent (1989 & 1990: SRH Beer 
& Stout Study), in terms of consumption, male drinkers are still the dominant 
group. In response to the changes, some beer marketers do change the female 
portrayal very slightly; in the seventies, female is a pure sexual attraction in beer 
commercials, for example, San Miguel "Your Real Friend" commercial, in the late 
eighties, women has been portrayed as drinkers as well though their role is still 
a catalyst, for example, San Miguel "Right Time, Right Place, Right Beer" 
commercial in 1989. However, they dare not to make a big step forward in order 
to pay safe. 
And 30 percent of them liked the use of career women portrayal in seasoning 
advertisement (see Appendix A19). Moreover, over 80 percent agreed that 
"combi-women", i.e. progressive working housewife, is more suitable for today's 
advertisement and even 32 percent thought that even "pioneer", i.e. independent 
single career women is also suitable. And there are still 69 percent said that 
traditional housewife is possible though it is less than the support of the use of 
"combi-women" (see Appendix A20). This shows that there is a significant gap 
between what creative personnel belief and what they create. From the 
interviews, it is realized that most creative professional in advertising field believe 
that traditional value and norm of "housewife role of women" is still prevailing in 
society though in reality women have played multiple roles now. They still 
believed that the portrayal of good housewife can create empathy and increase 
creditability of the product as approval by cooking housewife will be a product 
guarantee for target audience, even if the target audience is those young working 
women who have limited cooking experience. In addition, they also thought that 
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even the traditional housewife portrayal cannot reflect the gender reality, it will 
be acceptable to the female audience as they want to be perceived as good, 
capable housewives and being appraised by their husbands and mother-in-laws. 
At the same time, they believed that young housewives of the nuclear family may 
either eat out or have meal in their mother's homes; therefore, the primary 
potential market for instant cooking sauce will still be the full-time housewife. 
However, it may not be the case because for experienced housewives, they are 
more reluctant to use instant cooking sauce than those young, busy working wives. 
The findings indicate that advertising creative do like to create modern, 
progressive new gender portrayal for television commercials, even for 
conventional gender-oriented products (see Appendix Dl-a). However, they are 
afraid that consumers' perception and acceptance of progressive breakthrough 
would be low and usually their clients tend to be risk averse. 
Selected Beer TV Commercials 
Progressive Portrayal (San Miguel) 
VS ^ 
Traditional Portrayal (Carlsberg) 
The general belief of beer advertisement of the creative personnel is also 
truly reflected on their opinions of the different approaches of gender portrayal 
in the selected commercials of two most popular brands in Hong Kong. 
Over 80 percent of them thought that the modern, progressive female 
portrayal in the San Miguel commercial is a single independent woman who is 
able to make her own choice and 70 percent of the group said that the "woman 
in red" catalyst portrayal in the Carlsberg commercial is merely a catalyst to catch 
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man's attention (see Appendix A13). And less than 40 percent of them agreed 
that the San Miguel's progressive portrayal is suitable for the beer image while 
more respondents said that the traditional catalyst in Carlsberg commercial is 
suitable (see Appendix A14). This findings is consistent to their belief in beer 
commercial creation. 
However, when being asked whether they like the catalyst portrayal in 
Carlsberg's commercial, 40 percent said either dislike or strongly dislike and less 
than 20 percent thought they like the catalyst portrayal. However, around 30 
percent of them like or strongly like the modern, independent San Miguel girl 
(see Appendix A15; also see Appendix Dl-b for mean comparison). As 
mentioned by some creative directors, such kind of paradox may be due to the 
fact that they realize the changing social role and position of women in society 
but they still think that the mass majority of male still want to put themselves into 
the fantasy of dominate-subordinate gender relationship. Thus, catalyst portrayal 
of women will be very appealing to the male drinkers. 
One of the interesting findings is that 73 percent of the respondents said 
that they perceived the message of the San Miguel commercial using the 
independent thinking woman as "Women in the 90s drink San Miguel" and only 
17.6 percent thought that the message of the commercial is to reconfirm the 
current image of "Right Time, Right Place, Right Beer, San Miguel is for Hong 
Kong people" which is the intended message of the marketer (see Appendix 
A16). The progressive female portrayal used is perceived by the creative 
personnel to be more than just a soft selling approach mentioned by the marketer. 
This may indicate that the application of new progressive portrayal of women in 
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beer advertisement has a significant effect on the perception of the advertising 
message although the original intention of the marketer is only to reconfirm 
existing customer base. The positive side effect would help the advertised brand 
to expand its customer base. For the Carlsberg commercial, owing to the catalyst 
portrayal, most of the respondents (78 percent) thought that the advertising 
message is only to promote male attractiveness through drinking Carlsberg and 
this is the same as the original intention of the advertisement (see Appendix 
A17). However, this does not mean that consumers would also associate beer 
c drinking with sex attractiveness as suggested by the advertisement. 
Selected Seasoning TV Commercials 
Progressive Portrayal (Lee Kum Kee) 
VS 
Traditional Portrayal (Maggi Sauce) 
In the different approaches of gender role in the two selected seasoning 
advertisements, 82 percent of the respondents perceived the woman in the 
selected Lee Kum Kee commercial as progressive working housewife and 53 
percent perceived the wife in the Maggi sauce commercial as full-time housewife 
(see Appendix A21). 40 percent said they like the progressive working housewife 
portrayal while only 30 percent said they like the traditional daughter-in-law 
portrayal (see Appendix A22). And 39 percent admitted that they like the 
cooking husband in the Lee Kum Kee commercial and only 14 percent like the 
traditional husband in the Maggi sauce commercial (see Appendix A23; also see 
Appendix Dl-c for mean comparison). However, the different portrayals do not 
create such a great difference in the perceived advertising message as in the two 
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beer advertisements. In both commercials, over 60 percent agreed that the 
message is that “ the advertised brands are good helper in cooking". And one-
quarter of the respondents perceived the message to be the "co-head relationship 
of husband and wife in today's family" (see Appendix A24-5). And most of them 
thought that both approaches are equally suitable for seasoning commercial in 
today Hong Kong (see Appendix A26). This indicates that though advertising 
creative have favourable attitude towards more realistic progressive portrayal of 
working housewives, they would take a more cautious step in the issue because 
“ they are not sure what consumers preferred. They believed that even working 
women may have the desire to be appraised by their husband as capable, obedient 
housewives. 
Conclusion 
From the interviews and the quantitative research, they do admit that 
gender portrayal in today's commercials can reflect the reality and even if it is not 
so, they believe that the portrayal fits the audience's fantasy, i.e., male fantasy of 
female catalyst and female fantasy of good, capable housewife appraised by 
husband. It is believed most of the creative personnel thought that they perceive 
a gap in advertising message for different portrayal of female character in beer 
advertisement but for seasoning advertisement, the difference is not noticeable 
and yet the use of more up-dated, progressive working women is still encouraging 
but any breakthrough has to be made with very cautious step. 
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CHAPTER III 
QUALITATIVE SURVEY ON CONSUMERS' ATTITUDE 
(INTRA GROUP COMPARISON) 
Five focus group discussions, one on traditional housewives; one on 
working housewives; one on single independent female and two on male, 
concerning gender portrayal in television commercials have been carried out. No 
student was selected as the subject of the focus group and all the participants, 
except the traditional housewives, are working individuals to ensure that the result 
of the survey is free from any academic bias. Participants of each group first had 
a detailed discussion on gender portrayal in today's television commercial. 
Afterwards, the participants watched the four selected television commercials, 
answered the unstructured questions concerning each commercial and then a 
thorough discussion about the differences in gender portrayals of these television 
commercials was conducted. 
Dominant opinions of both male and female groups on traditional and 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Attitude on Gender Portrayal in TV Commercials 
Traditional gender portrayal vs 
Progressive gender portrayal 
Though most of the participants did agree that male plays a dominate role 
in character portrayal in most of the television commercials in Hong Kong, they 
thought that the portrayal of character in television commercials depended a lot 
3 on the nature of the product. If the target audience is female, then women should 
play a more dominant role in the television commercials. So they still have 
reservation on the saying that male plays a dominant role in most of the television 
commercials. 
Nearly all of them agreed that women have always been portrayed as 
catalyst in most of the television commercial and they also believed that this could 
attract more male audience, especially for those male-oriented products like wine 
and beer. It is because by putting female in a subordinate role, it can create 
dreams for the male audience. Moreover, having a beautiful girl in the television 
commercial would attract audience naturally, both male and female, because it 
is the nature of human beings to love beautiful things. 
But some of them believed that a breakthrough in female portrayal, like 
those being portrayed as a career woman or a rebellious woman as in the 
Crocodile and Dinner's Club television commercials, would also attract people's 
attention, as it provides a new stimulus to the audience. On the other hand, some 
still 
cannot accept the idea that female .plays a more superior role than male as 
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they believed that it is easier to accept a weaker female character. So a kind of 
male ego is still operating among them and the portrayal of woman as a catalyst 
would probably have more appeal to this type of male customers. Typical career 
women may not be an appropriate female portrayal in today's commercials as 
perceived by the male though an updated and more modern female portrayal is 
widely accepted among them. Anyway, they all agreed that there is a gradual 
change in gender portrayal in today's television commercials and whether the 
commercial will be accepted or not will depend on a lot of things such as the way 
of presentation, and not just on gender portrayals. This implies that advertisers 
cannot solely rely on gender portrayals to manipulate the attitude of consumers. 
Attitude on Gender Portrayal in Beer TV Commercial 
Traditional gender portrayal vs 
Progressive gender portrayal 
Coincided with the perception of advertisers, all of the male subjects 
agreed that man usually plays a dominant role in the commercial and female 
usually plays a subordinate role. 
But for their ideal female portrayal in the commercials, the participants 
had different opinions. Half of them accepted the idea of having both men and 
women drinking beer together, like during the happy hour. They believed that this 
would create a kind of harmonious atmosphere which encourages both men and 
women to drink beer. But the female should not be portrayed as a very strong 
woman and the situation would be similar to a kind of social gathering. Moreover, 
the commercial should not be created as targeted to the female as this would 
alienate the male drinkers. This reflects that though they can accept a change in 
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female portrayal, the pace of change should be moderate. As revealed from their 
discussion, most of them did not have strong preference on the portrayals of a 
progressive and career type woman in beer commercial. So the most suitable 
portrayal of woman in television commercial in their mind should be one between 
a pure catalyst and a typical career women. As mentioned before, though they can 
accept women playing other roles, like working women, in television commercials, 
the portrayed female should not be too strong to overshadow the power of the 
male, especially in beer televisions commercial as male is the main consumer of 
^ beer. 
The other half still held on the belief that beer is a male-oriented product 
and it should be belonged to men only. Moreover, beer drinkers usually belong 
to the working class who may not be able to accept the concept of female beer 
drinking. So it is much better to portray female as a subordinate to male. And it 
is this group of people that like the portrayal of woman as a catalyst in beer 
commercials. Moreover, by portraying woman as a catalyst, it can create a kind 
of fantasy among them as they are now more superior. This is the type of 
consumers that advertisers want to appeal to by the use of catalyst in the 
commercial. 
Attitude on Gender Portrayal in Seasoning TV Commercials 
Traditional gender portrayal vs 
Progressive gender portrayal 
Opinions on female portrayal in seasoning television commercials are also 
very different. One third of them still clung on the traditional belief that it should 
be the wife to do all the housework. Wives should cook at home and wait for the 
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husbands coming back from work. But two third of them thought that both the 
husband and the wife do the cooking will be a better setting for selling seasoning 
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products. And they thought that the male portrayal can have more variety, not just 
being the traditional husband. It is mainly because nowadays, more and more men 
have to do the cooking job and so men doing cooking job in television 
commercials can be accepted. Moreover, a pleasant feeling can be created if the 
couple do the housework together. This shows that advertisers can try other types 
of gender portrayal in seasoning commercials rather than sticking to the 
stereotypical one. 
Selected Beer TV Commercials 
Progressive portrayal (San Miguel) vs 
Traditional portrayal (Carlsberg^ 
Most of them had the same perception that the traditional portrayal of the 
female in Carlsberg was portrayed as a catalyst but they had uncertainty over the 
female portrayal in San Miguel. 
Concerning the preference of the female portrayal in these two 
commercials, all of them dislike the traditional one in the Carlsberg commercial 
as the portrayal of the female as a catalyst conveyed a very cheap image. But they 
did not like to be the male too as they considered that this kind of attraction is 
only a short-term one and the girl would be attracted by another man in another 
situation. So the overall image of the commercial was rather cheap. 
The more progressive female portrayal in San Miguel commercial was also 
not well accepted as they did not know what the girl was doing. Moreover, the 
gesture of the girl also conveys a rather bad image among them. They could not 
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perceive the exact portrayal of the girl as they thought that she could be an 
independent single female or a catalyst. But comparing with the "women in red" 
female portrayal in Carlsberg commercial, all of them liked this one in San 
Miguel commercial better as some of the shots on the girl were quite beautiful. 
Some of them even found the girl quite attractive and possess independent 
thinking and the image conveyed was not as bad as the one in Carlsberg 
commercial with the girl as the catalyst. This indicates that portraying woman as 
a catalyst may not necessarily attract male audience as it is perceived by the 
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advertisers. 
But the Carlsberg commercial with traditional female portrayal was more 
successful in conveying the message of the commercial to the audience. Nearly all 
of them could state out the main point of the commercial, i.e, drink Carlsberg 
makes the male more attractive. On the other hand, the message of the 
progressive commercial (San Miguel) was not so well received by the audience. 
Most of them said that it was promoting its Hong Kong origin or to promote 
female beer market. But the main purpose of the commercial is to reconfirm the 
choice of the current San Miguel beer drinkers. One even said that the 
commercial made the audience confused both in the vision image and about the 
intended message. So a more strict forward female portrayal may help to convey 
the message better. 
Most of them could describe what was said in the progressive commercial 
(San Miguel) but a more detailed description was found about the traditional 
commercial (Carlsberg). This shows that the commercial is understood better by 
the audience which may be the result of the use of catalyst. 
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There are different opinions emerged when talking about the commercial 
which they liked best. Most of them thought that the Carlsberg commercial with 
the girl portrayed as a catalyst was more interesting as the way of presentation 
was very special and humorous is used in the commercial (the "moving" glass and 
the "moving" girl). As mentioned before, something other than gender portrayal 
makes the commercial more successful. So advertising professionals should not 
solely rely on gender portrayal or the use of catalyst to attract audience. But this 
positive effect produced by the use of humor was eroded by the female portrayal 
� • 於： 
m the commercial. The catalyst portrayal affects the overall image of the 
— commercial even though humor is used to make the commercial an attractive one. 
So they would prefer the other Carlsberg commercial which is of the same setting 
but without the girl. They thought that this would purely be a comparison of the 
taste which is a more important attribute for the type of product advertised, i.e., 
beer. 
Some of them also liked the Sail Miguel commercial which has a more 
progressive female portrayal as it made the audience be the observer and observe 
the girl's movement and the audience could create a dream or a story about the 
girl. This 
can make the audience have greater involvement in the commercial. 
This again indicates that gender portrayals is not the sole determiner on the 
acceptance of the commercial. 
Selected Seasoning TV Commercials 
Progressive portrayal (Lee Kum Kee Sauce) vs 
Traditional Portrayal (Maggi Sauce) 
No disagreement was found among them on the female portrayal in Lee 
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Kum Kee commercial, i.e., a working housewife. But the female portrayals in 
Maggi Sauce was rather controversial. One-third of them perceived her as a 
traditional housewife while two-third thought that she is also a working housewife. 
But they all agreed that both portrayals are suitable for selling seasoning products. 
But more different opinions could be found on the male portrayals. One 
third of them disliked the use.of male doing the cooking but cannot perform it 
well in the progressive commercial (Le.e Kum Kee Sauce) as it might lead to a 
lowering of status of men and so it is not well accepted. 
But the other thought that the portrayal of the man in the commercial is 
very successful as it can outstand the product benefit, i.e, a good helper to those 
who do not know how to cook. Moreover, it can make the atmosphere more lively 
and funny because the husband seemed to be very nervous when he could not 
produce the sauce and he made everything in a mess. This shows that the 
traditional social norm may be undergoing some changes as more male audience 
now can accept the portrayal of male as a cooking man in the television 
commercials. 
Both commercials are very successful in conveying their message, 
"advertising brand is a good helper in cooking". Maybe the messages of the 
commercials are very obvious and straight forward. Anyway, all of them thought 
that there is no great difference in the effects of these two approaches because 
they both clearly demonstrated the benefits of the product brought to those who 
have limited cooking experience. 
For the overall impression of these two commercials, some prefer the 
progressive commercial (Lee Kum Kee Sauce) as it used a non-traditional way of 
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presentation and it was quite fresh and interesting. But for the traditional 
commercial (Maggi Sauce), they did not have strong feeling about it because it 
is just one of the numerous traditional style commercials selling seasoning 
products. Anyway, it can bring 
out the message of the commercial. This 
demonstrates that the use of a more non-traditional gender portrayal is 
encouraged as it can give a kind of refreshment to audience and thus can appeal 
more to them. 
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Female Opinion 
Attitude on Gender Portrayal in TV Commercials 
Traditional gender portrayal vs 
Progressive gender portrayal 
All the female in these three groups, traditional housewives; working 
housewives and single independent female, held similar views concerning today's 
television commercials. Though they agreed that male plays a dominant role and 
female plays a subordinate role in most of today's television commercial, they saw 
no reason why this should be the case. They believed that the gender portrayal 
in television commercials should depend on the nature of the product. For 
example, female should be the main character in commercials selling female-
oriented products, like cosmetic products. Moreover, though they agreed that the 
presence of female who acts as a catalyst in the television commercials can create 
a kind of attraction, it also creates a kind of negative feeling among female 
audience as this is insulting to women. But similar to the male group opinions, 
gender portrayal is not the only factor that influence their attitude towards of the 
commercial. Other factors also have a role to play, like the method of 
presentation and the advertising idea. Still most of them preferred the portrayal 
of a progressive working woman in today's television commercials as they thought 
that this can reflect the reality of society better. 
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Attitude on Gender Portrayal in Beer TV Commercials 
Traditional gender portrayal vs 
Progressive gender portrayal 
All the three groups agreed that male plays a more dominant role and 
female plays the role as a catalyst in most of the beer television commercials. 
They also thought that as male is the main beer customers, they should be the 
one found in the commercial There is no need for using female in the 
commercial though the female can help attract the attention of audience, 
particularly the male. 
For the traditional women, though they are supposed to be more 
conservative, most of them agreed the use of career women to sell beer in the 
commercial, drinking beer with other male, not only acting as a catalyst. Only 
one of them still thought that female should not drink beer. 
For the other two groups, they also agreed showing women drinking beer 
in the bar in the commercial as female drinking beer becomes more popular 
nowadays/With men and women drinking beer together, it could create a better 
atmosphere and both parties would be pleased too. But single independent 
females emphasized more on upgrading female status in commercial than married 
housewives as they are supposed to be more progressive. Still, there was one 
single independent female who thought that the use of female as a catalyst in 
beer commercial was better for selling beer as it could attract more male 
drinkers. So in the minds of the females, beer is no longer a pure male-oriented 
.’4. . - • ‘ . ‘ .. 
product and they should have the right and chance to share and enjoy beer-
drinking. 
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Attitude on Gender Portrayal in Seasoning TV Commercials 
Traditional gender portrayal vs 
Progressive gender portrayal 
All of them agreed that female is usually portrayed as full-time 
homemaker in seasoning commercial. But they personally favored the idea that 
male should help to do housework, so they accepted the use of male doing the 
cooking in the commercial. But their opinions on the ideal gender portrayal for 
seasoning products are diverse. 
, Traditional women thought that it is possible to use career women in 
seasoning commercial as they perceive that present women are more capable than 
those in the past. They could handle both housework and the outside job. But 
they still believed that traditional women are the best choice for selling seasoning 
products as they are the expert of cooking while the career women are not so 
good at cooking. Use of male in seasoning commercial is also not appropriate as 
they have limited cooking experience. This implies that the choice of female 
portrayal should depend on the target audience. If the product is targeted to 
traditional women, a more traditional way of portrayal will be more appealing to 
them. 
For married working women, a balance among traditional housewives, 
time-pressed housewives and male in seasoning commercial should be achieved. 
They believed that both husband and wife should share the housework and the 
above three types of portrayal will equally be accepted. So they are less bound by 
the traditional norm of the society than the traditional women. 
The single independent females, on the other hand, emphasized the 
importance of the concept of family. They thought that the husband and wife 
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cooking together is the most suitable setting for selling seasoning products 
because seasoning product is used in family and a kind of warm feeling should be 
created when selling them. They agreed that male cooking in the commercial can 
create a better effect as it is a kind of breakthrough from tradition. But as this 
becomes more and more popular, the effect of this is gradually losing. So if 
advertisers want to target this group of female, stereotypical portrayals will not 
be a good method and more creative and up-dated approach should be used. 
, Selected Beer TV Commercials ^ 
Progressive portrayal (San MigueH vs 
Traditional portrayal (Carlsberg^ 
Traditional housewives 
Most of them liked the female portrayal in San Miguel commercial 
because they thought that she is an independent single female, not acting as a 
catalyst. They disliked the female who acts as a catalyst in Carlsberg commercial 
as this conveys a very cheap image. They felt that female need not play a 
subordinate role in beer commercial. 
Concerning the message conveyed, all of them thought that the progressive 
commercial (San Miguel) wants to promote the female beer market. None can get 
the intended message of the commercial, i.e., to reconfirm the current image of 
San Miguel. But for traditional commercial (Carlsberg), they were able to spell 
out the main idea : "Drink Carlsberg makes male more attractive". 
But for the commercial as a whole, half of them liked the progressive 
commercial (San Miguel) as the girl has her own choice and she is perceived as 
more independent. The other half liked the traditional commercial (Carlsberg) 
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as the idea of having a "moving" glass and a "moving" girl is very interesting. This 
illustrates that though traditional women are supposed to be more bound by 
traditional values, they still have the idea of having a more progressive female 
portrayals in television commercial. 
Married working housewives 
Concerning female portrayal in the commercials, most of them liked the 
one in progressive commercial (San Miguel) as the female plays a more dominant 
role. But for the one in traditional commercial (Carlsberg), since the girl plays a 
more subordinate role and in fact is acting as a catalyst, they do not have much 
appreciation on this portrayal. 
For the method of presentation, most of them preferred the traditional 
commercial (Carlsberg) as the movement of the glass and the girl make the 
commercial more interesting. Only one of them appreciated the progressive 
commercial (San Miguel), feeling that it is more attractive by using that kind of 
method of presentation. This again demonstrates that other variables, other than 
gender portrayal, are affecting people's preference towards the commercial. 
Both commercials fail to convey their main messages to the audience 
because no one could spell them out. But the traditional commercial (Carlsberg) 
was successful in attracting the attention of the audience and had a better 
memory among the audience. This reflects that gender portrayal is one, but not 
all the factors that influence consumers' preference towards the commercial. 
Single independent females 
All of them had the same opinion that traditional commercial (Carlsberg) 
was more interesting and funny because the glass and the girl would move. At the 
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same time, they all disliked the female portrayal in the commercial because the 
girl is only a subordinate of men and her image is very bad. 
They all agreed that female plays a dominant role in the progressive 
commercial (San Miguel) while in the traditional commercial (Carlsberg), it was 
the men who were dominant. 
For the commercial as a whole, most of them liked the progressive 
commercial (San Miguel) as they found that the commercial is different from the 
traditional one and it is more creative. But the problem was that the message 
f could not be clearly conveyed to the audience and they did not know what the 
main idea is. On the other hand, most of them could state out the message of 
traditional commercial (Carlsberg) — drink Carlsberg can make the male more 
attractive. 
Selected Seasoning TV Commercials 
Progressive portrayal (Lee Kum Kee Sauce) vs 
Traditional portrayal (Mag轻i Sauce) 
Traditional housewives 
Though both commercials could convey the message that the advertised 
brand is good helper for cooking, the traditional housewives still held the idea 
that it is better for traditional housewives to sell seasoning products because men 
are not the expert of cooking. One even suggested that in the progressive 
commercial (Lee Kum Kee Sauce), it should be the husband bringing friends 
home for dinner and the wife preparing dinner for them. It shows that this type 
of women are more influenced by traditional values. So it is quite natural for 
them to like the Maggi Sauce commercial. Though they also agreed the use of 
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working women in the commercial, they believed that the credibility would be 
greatly reduced. 
Married working housewives 
More than half of them dislike the traditional commercial (Maggi Sauce) 
though the message could be completely conveyed. It is because the method of 
presentation was too traditional and it still emphasizes the traditional values — 
obedience daughter-in-law and harsh mother-in-law. Moreover, it does not 
encourage the sharing of housework between the husband and wife. A difference 
f in thinking between traditional housewives and married working housewives can 
be observed here. 
Most of them liked the progressive commercial (Lee Kum Kee Sauce) as 
it points out that men should try to please wives by sharing home duties. And 
housework is not only the job of women, but also men. Still, both approaches can 
convey the message of the commercial clearly. 
Single independent female 
Like the married housewives, this group also found that the traditional 
commercial (Maggi Sauce) is too traditional and so it is not so attractive. On the 
other hand, progressive commercial (Lee Kum Kee Sauce) breaks away from 
tradition and so it is more impressive. Moreover, a kind of warm feeling is 
created when the husband helps to do the cooking job, although he was not 
successful in doing this. This coincides with their opinions that a kind of family 
feeling should be created for selling seasoning products and they are more prone 
to the use of more progressive approach.. 
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Conclusion 
From the focus group discussion, it is found that male and female do have 
different opinions on gender portrayal in television commercials, particularly in 
beer and seasoning commercials. Though some men still have the belief that men 
should be more superior than women, this kind of belief is gradually losing its 
ground as men now have been changing their attitude towards women status in 
society. They can accept, for example, having male and female drinking in the 
beer commercial and the male cooking in the seasoning commercial. But the pace 
of the change is not too significant and too drastic changes in gender portrayals 
in television commercial still cannot be accepted. On the other hand, female 
welcome a more up-dated gender portrayal in both beer and seasoning television 
commercial. 
Among the female groups, little variations are found in their opinions 
among the beer television commercials. Most of them dislike the use of catalyst 
in beer commercial and they prefer to see female play a more dominant role. But 
for seasoning commercials, traditional housewives prefer the use of traditional 
female portrayals while the other two groups suggest using a more up-dated 
approach with husbands and wives share the home duties. 
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CHAPTER IV 
QUANTITATIVE CONSUMERS SURVEY 
(INTRA GROUP COMPARISON) 
To verify the qualitative findings in the focus group discussion, a 
quantitative questionnaire survey is done to examine consumers' attitude on the 
issue of gender portrayal in today's television commercials. In this chapter, we 
can find that the belief and attitude of the focus group subjects are generally held 
by the general public. And . studies on consumers' preference and attitude on 
gender portrayal in commercials can help advertising practitioners to use up-dated 
appropriate gender portrayal for future commercials. 
Out of the 312 completed questionnaires (see Appendix E2 for consumers， 
questionnaires), 170 copies were from male consumers and the remaining 142 
cfopies were completed by women. And over 80 percent of the respondents were 
aged 21 to 30 unmarried singles. The sample is composed of working people, 
instead of college students. Around 80 percent of the respondents were either 
professional/executive or white collar workers and 60 percent were college 
graduates with 36 percent of secondary graduates. This indicates that the majority 
of the 312 respondents tend to be more educated and have a higher working 
status than the mass public (see Appendix Bla-le). 
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Attitude On Gender Portrayal in TV Commercials 
Traditional Gender Portrayal 
About 40 percent of the respondents either agreed or strongly agreed that 
male has a dominant position in most of today's commercials and 51 percent of 
them agreed or strongly agreed that female catalyst is frequently used in TV 
commercials (see Appendix A3 & B2-3). However, the female did not uniformly 
agree that women are often portrayed as homemakers or housewives (about 40 
percent disagreed and 30 percent agreed, see Appendix B4). The result is 
reasonable as information obtained in the focus group discussion revealed that the 
exaggeration of catalyst helps them to recall its presence in the commercials 
though it did not help them to recall the advertising brands or products. 
However, the portrayal of housewives are normally present in household products 
only and seldom in other product categories. The majority thought that 
traditional dominant male character and female catalyst are being used in 
nowadays，beer commercial (over 80 percent, see Appendix B10-11). 87 percent 
of the respondents agreed or strongly agreed that most of the seasoning 
commercial use female homemaker portrayal and 58 percent said that they like 
that kind of female portrayal in seasoning advertisement. This suggests that 
consumers, by large, agree that conventional gender portrayals such as superior, 
authoritative male character, traditional obedient housewife and sexual catalyst 
are employed by marketers, in particular those conventionally male-oriented and 
female-oriented products commercials, like beer and seasoning products(also see 
Appendix D2-a, C7-a for comparison). 
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Over 50 percent of the male consumers either disagreed or strongly 
disagreed that gender portrayal of male superior and female catalyst or 
housewives can truly reflect the gender relationship in reality. However, female 
respondents did not have an uniform attitude on this issue; about 37 percent held 
disagreed attitude while 36 percent held the opposite opinion (see Appendix A9, 
B6). This shows that male is sensitive to the gradual changing role of gender 
while most of the women find that traditional norm of gender relationship, to a 
large extent, still holds. This is also explained by the opinions expressed in the 
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focus group discussions, that is most of today's working women have to play a 
dual role - the traditional mother role and the working role. Again, very similar 
to their response to the general advertisement, 41 percent of them disagreed or 
strongly disagreed that the gender relationship in the beer commercial can truly 
reflect gender reality in society (see Appendix A9, B12). However, 35 percent of 
the male respondents disagreed that the portrayal can reflect the true reality of 
gender relationship while 39 percent had no opinion. And 41 percent of the 
female admitted that it can reflect gender relationship in society though 32 
percent of the group disagreed the statement (see Appendix A9, B29). This 
reflects that some women still hold the traditional norm of the society. In most 
of the time, male consumers disagreed that gender relationship reflected in 
television commercials are the reality while female are less progressive in the 
awareness of such discrepancy (also see Appendix D2-a, C7-a for comparison). 
When asked whether they like female catalyst in television commercials, 
37 percent of the male respondents had no opinion and 40 percent admitted they 
like beautiful female catalyst on television commercial. And around 56 percent 
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of the female respondents disliked or strongly disliked sexual catalyst and about 
30 percent held no opinion (see Appendix A7 & B7). When asked whether they _v ”.’'• . • 
like homemaker portrayal of women, the largest group of them remained neutral 
(See Appendix A6 & In beer commercials, 55 percent of the male 
respondents admitted that they like female catalyst in beer commercials. 81 
percent agreed that traditional women is suitable for seasoning advertisements 
(see Appendix A19-20 & B26-28). This is consistent with the result obtained in 
the focus group discussion because most of them thought that traditional 
housewife has the creditability in selecting cooking sauce. This shows that female 
consumers have negative feelings towards catalyst portrayal but not necessarily 
traditional housewife portrayal while for male consumers, they admit that they 
like to have beautiful girls in advertisements but not necessarily sexual catalyst 
(also see Appendix D2-a & C7-b for comparison). 
Progressive Gender Portrayal 
They did not seem to hold an uniform attitude over the popularity of 
career woman portrayal in television commercials either (see Appendix A5 & B5). 
40 percent had no opinion while the remaining split in attitude and over half of 
them disagreed that working wife is an usual portrayal in seasoning commercials 
(see Appendix D2-a and C7-a). 
However, there are 34 percent of the male respondents and 51 percent 
of the female sample either liked or strongly liked progressive working women 
portrayal in commercials while half of them accepted though did not strongly like 
the portrayal (see Appendix A8 & B9). This suggests that both male and female 
also accept more refreshing, progressive portrayal of woman while they think that 
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k is at the same time normal to have full-time housewife portrayal in specific 
domestic products. Around half of them had no for or against opinion on the use 
， . . 
of progressive career women portrayal in beer commercials (see Appendix B13-
14). On the contrary, many of the female respondents preferred career 
independent women to sexual catalyst in beer advertisements (50 percent 
preferred independent thinking girl). Despite their different preferences, the 
majority of them agreed that both "pioneer^ i.e. career independent women, and 
"catalyst" are suitable for 90s，beer commercials (see Appendix A12 & B15-16). 
This suggests that they do think that female portrayal in toda>?s beer 
commercials can be more flexible, dynamic and refreshing. The use of new, 
progressive portrayal can be a refreshment for the target consumers. And they 
(72 percent) also agreed that "combi-women", i.e. progressive working housewife, 
is suitable for today's seasoning advertisement (see Appendix A19-20 & B30). 
This reflects that female consumers used to the traditional gender role in 
seasoning commercials, i.e. the husband is waiting for dinner and watching 
television while the housewife is very busy preparing the meal for the family. 
However, the consumers well think that "combi-women" is more realistic and they 
can associate with this kind of character rather than traditional housewife like 
their mothers. For male consumers, they would admit that they would like 
catalyst even though they may not necessarily appreciate all types of sexual 
catalyst and would also welcome progressive portrayal of women in beer 
commercials to giye some refreshment and breakthrough from the traditional 
framework. For the young married women and female single, even though they 
are used to the conventional style of female portrayal in domestic products, they 
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also appreciate marketers，new attempt in creating more up-dated and 
appropriate portrayal so that they can associate the character and the situation 
to their own experience, (also see Appendix D2-a & C7-b for general 
comparison). 
Selected Beer TV Commercials 
Progressive Portrayal (San Miguel) 
VS ^ 
Traditional Portrayal (Carlsberg) 
77 percent of them thought that the female portrayal in the San Miguel 
commercial is a single independent woman who is able to make her own choice 
and about 80 percent of the group said that the "woman in red" in the Carlsberg 
commercial is merely a catalyst to catch man's attention (see Appendix B17-18). 
However, the strong preference of sexual catalyst of the male respondents is not 
truly reflected on their opinions of the sexual catalyst employed in Carlsberg's 
commercial. When asked whether they like the sexual catalyst portrayal in 
Carlsberg's commercial, around half of them either disliked or strongly disliked 
and only 15 percent thought they like the catalyst portrayal (see Appendix A15 
& B19). This indicates that sexual catalyst does not necessarily appeal to male 
audience even though they think they should like catalyst. Under the traditional 
influence of the unequal gender relationship, male would think that they should 
like catalyst even they may not prefer the kind individually. And around 40 
percent had no opinion on whether such kind of catalyst is suitable for beer 
commercials while 40 percent agreed that it is suitable (see Appendix B20 & D2-
b). However, they did not uniformly like the opposite portrayal in the San Miguel 
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commercial. 34 percent liked or strongly liked the portrayal and 30 percent 
disliked it. And 40 percent of them thought the San Miguel portrayal is suitable 
for today's beer commercials (see Appendix B21-22). This reveals that sexual 
catalyst portrayal is not a good guarantee for attracting male consumers and they 
also begin to accept independent thinking female in beer advertisements. In 
general, they thought that there is more flexibility in female portrayal even in 
originally male-oriented products like beer. 
For the female respondents, 76 percent of them disliked the female catalyst 
i n t h e Carlsberg commercial and 44 percent of them also disliked the male 
executive in the advertisement (see Appendix B23, D2-b & C7-c). This is 
contradictory to the expectation of the practitioners since in general, women did 
not admire the male character in the commercials. They did not have entirely 
uniform attitude on the independent female in San Miguel commercial; only 30 
percent liked or strongly liked the female character and admitted that it is 
suitable for the product. From the result of the focus group discussions, we knew 
that there were other factors affecting consumers，preference of the gender 
portrayal in the commercial. This explains the various responses from female 
respondents to the San Miguel progressive portrayal. 
For the catalyst portrayal in Carlsberg's commercial, most of the 
respondents (79 percent) thought that the advertising message is only to promote 
male attractiveness through drinking Carlsberg and 16 percent thought that it is 
to promote the muscular image of beer (see Appendix B24-25). 64 percent of the 
male respondents and 58 percent of the female respondents said that they 
perceived the message of the San Miguel commercial as "Women in the 90s drink 
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San Miguel" and, 30 percent of the male sample and 36 percent of the female 
sample thought that the message of the commercial is to reconfirm the current 
image of "Right Time, Right Place, Right Beer, San Miguel is for Hong Kong 
people" which is the intended message of the marketer (see Appendix A16). 
This may indicate that some consumers would not necessarily relate the use of 
progressive female portrayal to the expansion of female market as normally 
viewed by advertising creative. 
Selected Seasoning TV Commercials 
Progressive Portrayal (Lee Kum Kee) 
VS 
Traditional Portrayal (Maggi Sauce) 
In the different approaches of gender role in the two selected seasoning 
advertisements, 74 percent of the respondents perceived the woman in the 
selected Lee Kum Kee commercial as progressive working housewife and 45 
percent perceived the wife in the Maggi sauce commercial as full-time housewife 
while 51 percent also perceived the wife as working woman. They liked both 
portrayals and they thought both styles of portrayal are equally suitable for today's 
seasoning commercials (see Appendix A22 & B31-36). However, they had 
different opinions for the two different male characters. Both male and female 
consumers in the sample (44 percent) liked the husband who does the cooking in 
the Lee Kum Kee commercial but they did not have strong preference on the one 
in the Maggi sauce commercial (see Appendix A23 & B37-38). Both commercials 
can successfully deliver the message of "advertising brand is good helper in 
cooking". And around one-fifth of the respondents perceived the message to be 
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the "co-head relationship of husband and wife in today's family" in Lee Kum Kee 
commercial (see Appendix B39-40). And most of them thought that both 
approaches are equally suitable for seasoning commercial in today Hong Kong 
(see Appendix D2-b & C7-c). This indicates that though most of the consumers 
still think that the use of traditional housewife in seasoning commercials can give 
better creditability, they agree that the use of "combi-women" i.e. multiple-roles 
women is more realistic. 
Conclusion ：； 
From the quantitative research, it is believed that most of the respondents 
thought that there is a great gap in advertising gender portrayal with realistic 
gender relationship. In male-oriented products, like beer, sexual catalyst is no 
longer a guarantee for success. Though the majority of the male consumers still 
believed that they should like female catalyst, they actually want new refreshment 
on conventional sexual catalyst portrayal as reflected in their negative reaction to 
the traditional catalyst portrayal in the selected commercial. Again in female-
oriented products, like seasoning commercials, though the female respondents 
said they thought traditional housewife is more suitable, in fact, they liked the 
"combi-women，portrayal and admitted that it is more realistic and refreshing. 
- I • - • . . . . . . . • .. -. ，. ’： . • . . • 
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CHAPTER V 
INTER-GROUPS COMPARISON OF ATTITUDE & PERCEPTION 
OF 
PRACTITIONERS & CONSUMERS 
In the previous three chapters, the discussions focus on the independent 
analysis on the attitude and perception of advertising practitioners and consumers. 
: - . rX-
In the following chapter, we shall examine how the opinions of these two groups 
are significantly different and whether the tested hypothesis are rejected by 
statistical tests. The significant gap in between will badly affect the expected 
effect of an advertisement. Thus, the recognition of the gap will help marketers 
to reduce the risk of wrong assumption on consumers，preference. 
Attitude On Gender Portrayal in TV Commercials 
Traditional Gender Portrayal 
Both parties thought that male does play a dominate role in most product 
categories but not in some female-oriented products. Thus, the hypothesis (HIA) 
that "both advertising practitioners and male/female consumers think that male 
plays a dominate role in television commercial portrayal" is not rejected and no 
group had an opinion on male portrayal in general advertisements that was 
significantly different at 0.05 level (see Appendix CI & C7-a). 
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The hypothesis (H1B) that "both advertising practitioners and male/female 
consumers think that male plays a dominate role in beer commercial portrayal" 
is not rejected (see Appendix CI & C7-a) and no group had an opinion on male 
portrayal in beer advertisements that was significantly different. 
These indicate that in most of the general and beer television commercial, 
male has been playing a dominant role and having a superior position even 
though traditional male-oriented product, like beer, has no longer been a purely 
hundred percent male dominant product. Actually the phenomenon of increasing 
number of female beer drinkers has been widely accepted. 
Concerning the frequent employment of traditional female catalyst in 
today's commercials, the hypothesis (H2A) that "both advertising practitioners and 
male/female consumers think that female catalyst is often used in television 
commercial" is rejected on general advertisements (see Appendix C2 & C7-a). 
Male consumers held an opinion significantly different from the practitioners and 
female consumers. Male consumers, in general, agreed that female catalyst is 
employed in commercials to attract audience attention. Female consumers 
generally had indifferent opinion on this issue because they again thought that the 
use of sexual catalyst depends on different product nature. Oil the contrary, as 
a whole, professional/creative did not agree that the employment of sexual 
catalyst is often been adopted widely. 
This can be explained that advertising creative, in general, think that 
catalyst portrayal is a natural gender role play in society and even some 
exaggeration in sexual portrayal can help to draw attention and make the 
advertised brand popular. They usually believe that their portrayal in 
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advertisements can make association with gender role play in reality. Therefore, 
they usually do not admit that their portrayal for woman is most of the time, 
catalyst. However, for, male consumers, they are more sensitive to such kind of 
portrayal, may it be irritating or appealing. For female consumers, they may not 
be willing to admit that they are being portrayed as sexual catalyst, therefore, they 
may have indifferent opinion. 
The hypothesis (H2B) that "both advertising practitioners and male/female 
consumers think that female catalyst is often used in beer commercial" is not 
rejected on general advertisements (see Appendix G2 & C7-a). On beer 
advertisements, all the parties agreed that female catalyst is always used to appeal 
to the male drinkers. The situation of sexual catalyst is more obvious even 
advertising creative cannot deny the phenomenon as beer has been traditionally 
regarded as a male product. Even with gradual change in the beer drinker 
profile, creative are willing to continue the old-fashion association of beer and 
sexual catalyst. 
Though traditional housewife is a popular figure in many domestic product 
advertisements, the hypothesis (H3A) that "both advertising practitioners and 
male/female consumers think that housewife portrayal is often used in television 
commercial" is rejected on television commercial in general (see Appendix C3 & 
C7-a). In general, all of them did not agree that housewife portrayal is often 
employed in commercials except for household products. Female consumers 
generally had indifferent opinion on this issue because they again thought that the 
use of homemaker is more frequent in household products but not others. As a 
whole，professional/creative did not agree that the employment of full-time 
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housewife has often been adopted widely. 
The hypothesis (H3B) that "both advertising practitioners and male/female 
consumers think that housewife portrayal is often used in seasoning commercial" 
is not rejected on television commercial in general (see Appendix C3 & C7-a). 
In seasoning advertisements, all the parties agreed that homemaker is always used 
to appeal to the fall-time housewives. Generally, marketers believe that 
experienced housewife is a good portrayal to increase creditability and reliability 
of the product. And young, inexperienced housewives may think that 
recommendation from traditional housewife is reliable. 
Even though advertising professional thought that the stereotypical role 
play of superior, authoritative male figure and subordinate catalyst or housewife 
portrayal of women in commercials mentioned above have strong association with 
the reality, consumers take a very different view on the issue. Thus, the 
hypothesis (H5A) that "sex role portrayal by practitioners in television commercial 
is able to match with consumers' expectation of gender roles in Hong Kong" is 
rejected (see Appendix C5 & C7-a). Practitioners agreed that sex role portrayals 
in commercials can, by large, reflect gender reality in Hong Kong. However, both 
male and female consumers disagreed that gender portrayal used by practitioners 
in today's commercial can reflect the changing gender role in Hong Kong. 
The hypothesis (H5B) that "sex role portrayal by practitioners in beer 
commercial is able to match with consumers，expectation of gender roles in Hong 
Kong" is rejected on the same ground (see Appendix C5 & C7-a). 
The hypothesis (H5G) that "sex role portrayal by practitioners in seasoning 
commercial is able to match with consumers，expectation of gender roles in Hong 
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Kong" is also rejected (see Appendix C5 & C7-a). 
Progressive Gender Portrayals 
All three groups agreed that career women is the least popular portrayal 
used by practitioners in most advertisements. The hypothesis (H4A) that "both 
advertising practitioners and male/female consumers think that working women 
portrayal is seldom used in television commercial" is not rejected (see Appendix 
C4 & C7-a). 
The hypothesis (H4B) that "both advertising practitioners and male/female 
consumers think that working women portrayal is seldom used in seasoning 
commercial" is rejected (see Appendix C4 & C7-a). In seasoning advertisements, 
male and female consumers，to a larger extent than advertising creative, did not 
think that working wife is a popular figure in seasoning commercials, even in 
those ready-made cooking sauce advertisements which is targeted to the working 
group. Actually when they agreed that traditional housewife is popular figure in 
seasoning advertisements, very normally, the popularity of working woman in such 
commercial would be rare. 
Preference On Traditional VS Progressive Portrayals 
General TV Commercials 
The hypothesis (H6A) that "practitioners perception on gender portrayal 
in television commercial is able to match with consumers' preference" is rejected 
(see Appendix fc6a & C7-b). For female catalyst portrayal, advertising 
practitioners' perception was significantly different form female consumers. And 
male had an significantly different opinion from both advertising creative and 
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female respondents. They tend to be neutral instead of having strong favour on 
catalyst portrayal. Advertising creative, in general, has the perception that female 
catalyst can attract male audience in most of the time. From the survey findings, 
this is not necessarily the case. 
For homemaker portrayal, practitioners held an opinion also different from 
female consumers. By large, female consumers did not favour the full-time 
housewife portrayal in commercials in general. However, male consumers had a 
different preference and most of them had favourable attitude towards 
homemaker portrayal of women in commercials. This suggests that traffitional 
stereotypical portrayal of women, either sexual catalyst or traditional homemaker, 
employed by practitioners mismatch with the preference of the respective target 
audience. 
For working woman portrayal, both female and advertising creative have 
a favourable attitude while male consumers tend to be neutral and as a whole, the 
male respondents do not have too negative attitude to either three types of 
portrayal, i.e. catalyst, traditional housewife, and working independent woman. 
This suggests that they are open to various forms of portrayal of woman in 
commercial and advertising creative can have more flexibility in character 
portrayal of woman and take more progressive step without alienating either 
party. 
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Beer TV Commercials 
The hypothesis (H6B) that "practitioners perception on gender portrayal 
in beer commercial is able to match with consumers' preference" is rejected (see 
Appendix C6b). Though the male respondents admitted that they like catalyst 
portrayal in beer commercial, when they see a catalyst being shown in a 
commercial, they are not necessarily attracted by the catalyst and associate 
themselves with the superior male character in the commercial. And female 
consumers did not have a positive attitude on sexual catalyst portrayal in beer 
advertisements. On the selected traditional (Carlsberg) commercial, bdlh male 
ai^ d female audience got negative feelings of the female catalyst which is 
perceived by the practitioners as strong attraction for audience (see Appendix C7-
c). Therefore, sexual catalyst in beer commercial may not attract and appeal to 
either sex. 
For career women portrayal, male audience had a different preference 
from female audience and practitioners. They possessed an unfavourable attitude 
towards the employment of career women portrayal in beer commercials though 
in the focus group discussions, they held a favourable attitude towards the 
portrayal of modern independent woman. The attitude of the advertising creative 
was at the crossroad while female consumer, in general, held a favourable attitude 
for career women portrayal in beer commercials. On the preference of the 
independent portrayal of women in the selected progressive (San Miguel) 
commercial,, all three parties had better attitude on the new portrayal though they 
possessed no particular strong preference of the portrayal (see Appendix C7-c). 
This is because they thought the independent thinking woman in this progressive 
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commercial is still not bright enough. 
For the superior male portrayal in the Carlsberg commercial, female held 
a different attitude from the male audience and the advertising creative. Female 
audience held a very negative attitude towards the employed male portrayal while 
the other two groups had no strong opinion (see Appendix C7-c). This again 
breaks the assumption of the marketers and advertising creative that superior 
portrayal of male can attract female admiration. 
Seasoning TV Commercials 
-
The hypothesis (H6C) that "practitioners perception on gender portrayal 
in seasoning commercial is able to match with consumers' preference" is rejected 
(see Appendix C6c). Consumers，preference for traditional homemaker portrayal 
in seasoning commercials was even stronger than the advertising creative. They 
prefer experienced housewife to working women as major seasoning commercial 
character because of the creditability and reliability traditional housewife 
represents. 
However, it does not imply that consumers do not accept new portrayal of 
women and men /husband and wife in such kind of commercial. Because 
consumers do have a very high preference for the progressive cooking husband 
in the Lee Kum Kee commercial, though female consumers had equally 
favourable attitude for both career women portrayal in Lee Kum Kee commercial 
and the traditional daughter-in-law in Maggi commercial. The advertising 
creative, in general, had a less positive preference for the Maggi portrayal. For 
the male audience, they generally liked the Maggi traditional portrayal more. 
This suggests that consumers tend to be more conservative in seasoning 
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commercial. They prefer new portrayal of male instead of too progressive 
portrayal of woman in seasoning advertisements. On the other hand, they prefer 
a co-operative atmosphere in seasoning commercial to a superior (male) and 
subordinate (female) relationship. 
Conclusion 
On the whole, there is a significant gap between practitioners' perception 
on suitable gender portrayal and audience preference and perception in many 
areas. In general, practitioners' perception that female catalyst carTattract 
audience and appeal to the target customers is not found in the male and female 
consumers' preference. Moreover, the traditional stereotypical portrayal of 
housewife also does not necessarily appeal to consumers in all situations and 
actually new portrayal of traditional male in seasoning advertisements is 
appreciated by both male arid female consumers. However, the degree of the gap 
can be different according to different product categories. In male-oriented 
products, like beer, the practitioners' attitude and perception are significantly 
different from that of the target consumers. In female-oriented products, like 
seasoning products, the attitude of practitioners and consumers is, by large, 





On Male Role Plav 
Beer TV Commercials 
Advertising professional hope to portray male in a dominant role in beer 
television commercial so as to attract both male and female audience. This belief 
can be revealed from the interview with practitioners and creative who thinks that 
this type of male portrayals suits the perception and interest of all audience. It is 
because by putting male in dominant role, it can arouse the superiority feeling 
among male audience and thus greater appeal can be created when the male 
associate themselves with the superior male talent in the beer commercials. It is 
also the interest of the female to be placed in a subordinate role because they 
love the feeling of being protected. The type of male portrayal that women want 
in commercial is the one that they can admire and seek security from. Given this 
belief, it is not surprising to find such stereotypical portrayals in beer television 
commercial. 
But this type of dominant male role portrayal is not well perceived by the 
main target customers of beer. From the focus group discussion, though all of the 
male participants agreed that men played a dominant role in beer commercial, 
only a minority of them agreed that a type of male ego feeling was created by this 
male portrayal. So the intended effect of this male portrayal cannot be created 
among the male group. 
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Most of the female agreed that male does play a dominant role in beer 
television commercials but their interest is exactly contradictory to that expected 
by the advertising professionals. Women believe that they should have the right 
to drink beer and it should not be exclusively for male. In fact, their thinking is 
supported by the 1991 SRH Beer and Stout Studies which states that female 
account for 15 percent in terms of number of beer drinkers, though in terms of 
volume it is very small. But it already affects consumers perception which is based 
on number of drinkers and not in terms of volume. Consumers will think that it 
is a more popular phenomenon to have female drinking beer and thus tHey may 
be more willing to accept women drinking beer in beer television commercial. 
All these imply that beer may not be a purely male-oriented product as 
both its main target audience, male, and female think that both men and women 
can drink beer. Beer has been slightly and gradually moved away from its 
traditional position. It has been changed from a 100 percent male-oriented 
product to the one that female have a chance to share. The belief of the 
advertising professional that portraying male in a dominant role in beer television 
commercial can attract both male and female audience no longer holds. However, 
advertisers still employ the stereotypical gender portrayals in today's beer 
television commercial and do not consider the change of consumers，perception 
toward beer. 
Consumers，opinion on the male portrayal in traditional commercial 
(Carlsberg) can be used as an example to show the change of consumers' 
perception toward beer. The portrayal of a superior male character in the 
commercial cannot appeal to male audience. From the focus group discussion, 
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most of them do not have any superior feeling created by this portrayal. 
This portrayal cannot create any attraction towards the female either. It 
even alienates them. This strongly demonstrated that advertisers have 
misperceived the thinking and interest of the female. 
So advertisers should not blindly believe that superior role portrayal of 
male can appeal to their target audience, both male and female. More up-dated 
gender portrayal may be required to approach its customers. 
Advertising professional can employ a much equal gender role portrayals 
in beer television commercials, with both male and female drinking beer together. 
This may suit the interest and perception of today's beer consumers better. 
Moreover, advertising creative can also employ a catalyst in beer 
commercial but the character should an independent thinking woman and should 
not be a pure catalyst. Still, she cannot possess too strong a character as this 
would alienate the male audience who may not be able to accept such an extreme 
character. 
Seasoning TV Commercials 
The use of up-dated gender portrayals is supported and encouraged by the 
favorable attitude of customers towards the portrayal of a cooking man in Lee 
Kum Kee，s commercial (progressive portrayal). This new trial by advertising 
professional on male portrayal, which is widely accepted by consumers, tells us 
that consumers are getting bored by the stereotypical role portrayal in seasoning 
commercials with male being the bread winner while women being the 
housekeeper. More updated and refreshing ideas on gender portrayal may be 
required as today's lifestyle is changing with more and more women joining the 
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work force and more men participating in housework. Co-head family is more 
common. Matching the gender portrayals with this changed lifestyle can make the 
commercial more appealing. 
But the change should not be too drastic as both portrayals, a traditional 
man in Maggi Sauce commercial and a cooking man in Lee Kum Kee Sauce 
commercial, are regarded by consumers as suitable in seasoning commercials. This 
may be due to the fact that traditional social norm, with women doing all the 
housework and men earning money for the family, cannot be changed in a day. 
Traditional role portrayals can still gain some appeal from customers. This implies 
that advertising professionals can have more choice now on male portrayals as 
they can still employ the traditional role as well as the up-dated approach. 
Moreover, though the buyer of seasoning products are mainly women, both male 
and female can be the user. So seasoning products are no longer purely female-
oriented products as some of users are male now. Since users may be an 
influencer on buyers of the products (Engel, Blackwell and Miniard, 1990)，they 
play a rather significant role in purchasing decision though they may not be 
involved in the actual buying. Given male as a potential user of seasoning 
products, advertisers should also appeal to them in television commercials and the 
portrayal of male character in the commercial should be carefully considered. For 
example, a more progressive portrayal of male can be employed, like a cooking 
husband can be used together with a cooking wife to create a harmonious 
c- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . -
atmosphere. 
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On Female Role Play 
From the previous studies, we find that advertising professional did not 
agree that woman, has always been portrayed as a catalyst in today's television 
commercials while consumers think that it is the case. Though advertising 
professional argued that this type of woman portrayal is only a natural role play, 
it may influence consumers' perception on the advertised products if the female 
portrayal is not perceived by the consumers in the same way. So advertising 
professional have to be more sensitive to the thinking and perception of 
consumers towards gender portrayals in television commercials. 尹 
Beer TV Commercials 
From the results of consumers survey, it reveals that most of the male likes 
female being portrayed as a catalyst in beer commercial. But contradiction is 
found when they say that pioneer (financially independent and career-oriented 
female) is also the type of female portrayal that is suitable in beer commercials. 
Moreover, when analyzing the female portrayal in Carlsberg commercial 
(traditional portrayal), the male consumers also express their disapproval for the 
portrayal of the female as a catalyst. They even think it is not an honorable thing 
to attract this kind of woman who has no independent thinking. So they are not 
willing to associate themselves with the male executive as this may affect their 
own image and personality. This shows that this type of female portrayal not only 
fails to attract male drinkers, but also affects the image of the advertised brands. 
To the male, they feel that by associating beer choice with beautiful catalyst with 
no independent thinking may threaten the natural and healthy image of beer 
drinking and also insult their intelligence. So portraying woman as a catalyst may 
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not be an attraction to the male. 
The above discussion shows that it is possible and suitable to portray 
female as a catalyst in beer commercial as male audience do like such portrayal. 
But the woman should not only possess beauty, she should also has her own 
character and independent thinking. Otherwise, it will only convey a cheap image 
to the audience like the one in Carlsberg commercial. So advertisers should be 
more careful in portraying female in beer television commercial and avoid 
associating catalyst with cheap image. Female can also drink beer with male in 
beer commercials as a group together to create a happy, enjoyable, and 
harmonious atmosphere, say during the "Happy Hour". 
Seasoning TV Commercials 
For selling seasoning products, most of the male prefer the use of 
traditional housewives, just like the one in Maggi sauce commercial. It may be 
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because the social/traditional norm in their mind is "male as the bread-winner 
and female as housekeeper••‘ But for advertising professional and the female, they 
both favor the use of working housewives as the female character in the 
commercial. This is easy to understand as advertisers always want to show that 
they are creative, innovative and are willing to accept new ideas. And the female, 
especially the single independent ones, do not favor the portrayal of fall-time 
housewives as they may be too constrained by traditional norm and they are not 
willing to see this traditional norm to be reconfirmed and emphasis again in 
television commercial. So if the target audience of the seasoning products is those 
who do the cooking job, i.e., the female, a more progressive female portrayal will 
be more preferred. 
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But there is no great difference in opinions concerning the suitability of the 
two portrayals (traditional housewife vs working housewife). Both portrayals are 
found to be suitable for seasoning commercials. This reveals that television 
commercial for seasoning products are undergoing a transitional stage. The target 
audience is based no longer on who buys the products, but on who uses the 
products. As the male becomes the user of some instant sauce, they may also be 
the target audience of the seasoning television commercial. So the credibility of 
the product (instant sauce) may not be lowered if a man, rather than an 
experienced housewife, is used in the commercial as the target audience are those 
whx) have limited cooking experience but want to cook and male is a good 
representative of this group of people. 
But if the advertised product is a traditional seasoning product, like peanut 
oil or soya bean sauce, traditional housewives may be suitable portrayal in 
seasoning television commercials as higher credibility can be associated with the 
experienced housewives. So the choice of female portrayal in seasoning television 
commercial depends not only on the target audience, but also on the nature of 
the product. If advertising professional still employ stereotypical portrayal and 
make no consideration on target audience, no association can be created between 
the characters in the television commercial and the target audience. This will then 
greatly affect the credit and effect of the advertisement. 
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Conclusion 
On the whole, advertising professional find that today's gender portrayals 
in television commercials can reflect the reality of society, i.e., male as the bread 
winner and the head of family while female as the housekeeper. They accepted 
that there is an increasing number of working women, but it is still very small. So 
they perceive that this type of gender portrayal can still valid in reflecting the 
reality of society. 
On the contrary, consumers believe that this type of stereotypical portrayal 
cannot truly reflect the reality of society. This can be revealed by their acceptance 
of having a cooking man in seasoning commercials and girls drinking beer in beer 
commercials. They observe that there is a gradual change in gender role in society 
which is not well reflected in television commercials. Given this difference in 
perception between advertising creative and consumers, it is not advisable for 
advertising professional to solely believe in the effect of traditional gender role 
portrayals. More up-dated portrayals should be used in television commercials, 
especially beer and seaisoning commercials, to reflect the change in society and 
to have more appeal to their target audience. 
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CHAPTER VII 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
Limitations 
For the present survey, it is very valuable to collect the opinion of both the 
advertising creative and the consumers. The comparison will be a useful pilot 
study for farther study in gender stereotype in advertisements. However, only 
four brands, two from each product category has been studied. This may have the 
problem to generalize the findings. The followings are some of the essential 
limitations of the study: 
. only the two most popular beer brands and instant cooking sauce are 
chosen. 
• comparison of commercial has been made on two different brands, bias 
may be introduced owing to the brand preference of the respondents. 
• respondents in the on-street and advertising creative quantitative survey 
can only recall the selected commercials from written description, this may 
• limit the impact of the gender role play in the commercials. 
. problem of overrespresentation of college educated respondents and white 
collar is present as convenience sampling is used even though it is believed 
that the group is the potential audience to accept refreshing, progressive 
gender portrayal. 
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• other variables other than gender portrayal are operating in affecting 
people's preference for the commercial, for example, humorous. 
Recommendations 
For future study, the following suggestion is made: 
• more sophisticated survey can be made oil analysis based on other 
demographic characteristics such as, occupation, education;, and 
psychographic characteristics “ 
. experimental research can be used to test consumers' response to tested 
commercial, e.g. using the same setting, brand in the commercial, with 
other variables controlled, but each version with different portrayals 
• other product commercials can be tested, traditionally male-oriented 
products, like financial service, automobile, electrical appliance, brandy, 
etc. 
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APPENDIX B2 - M A L E DOMINANT PORTRAYAL IN TV COMMERCIAL ( Q . 4 a ) 
% 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I s e x 
By Q4A m a l e p o r t r a y a l 
C o u n t s t r o n g l y d i s a g r e n e u t r a l a g r e e s t r o n g l y 
Q4A-> Row P e t d i s a g r e e a g r e e Row 
C o l P e t 1 2 3 4 5 T o t a l 
I I 
1 6 38 6 1 59 6 170 
m a l e 3 . 5 2 2 . 4 3 5 . 9 3 4 . 7 3 . 5 5 4 . 5 
6 0 . 0 4 5 . 8 6 3 . 5 5 1 . 3 7 5 . 0 
% 
2 4 45 35 56 2 142 
f e m a l e 2 . 3 3 1 . 7 2 4 . 6 3 9 . 4 1 . 4 4 5 . 5 
4 0 . 0 5 4 . 2 3 6 . 5 4 8 . 7 2 5 . 0 
Column 10 83 96 115 8 312 
T o t a l 3 . 2 2 6 . 6 3 0 . 8 3 6 . 9 2 . 6 1 0 0 . 0 
APPENDIX B3 - FEMALE CATALYST PORTRAYAL 工N TV COMMERCIAL ( Q . 4 b ) “ 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I s e x 
By Q4B c a t a l y s t p o r t r a y a l 
C o u n t s t r o n g l y d i s a g r e n e u t r a l a g r e e s t r o n g l y 
Q4B—> Row P e t d i s a g r e e a g r e e Row 
C o l P e t 1 2 3 4 5 T o t a l 
I I : " 
1 5 36' 36 72 2 1 170 
m a l e 2 . 9 2 1 . 2 2 1 . 2 4 2 . 4 1 2 , 4 5 4 . 5 
3 3 . 3 4 3 . 4 6 9 . 2 5 3 . 7 7 5 . 0 
2 10 47 16 62 7 142 
f e m a l e 7 . 0 3 3 . 1 1 1 . 3 4 3 . 7 4 . 9 4 5 . 5 
6 6 . 7 5 6 . 6 3 0 . 8 4 6 . 3 2 5 . 0 
Column 15 83 52 134 28 312 
T o t a l 4 . 8 2 6 . 6 1 6 . 7 4 2 . 9 9 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 
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APPENDIX B4 - HOUSEWIFE PORTRAYAL IN TV COMMERCIAL ( Q . 4 c ) 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I s e x 
By Q4C homemaker p o r t r a y a l 
C o u n t s t r o n g l y d i s a g r e n e u t r a l a g r e e s t r o n g l y 
Q4C-> Row P e t d i s a g r e e a g r e e Row 
C o l P e t 1 2 3 4 5 T o t a l 
工工 〜 ‘ 
1 5 7 1 44 49 1 170 
m a l e 2 . 9 4 1 . 8 2 5 . 9 2 8 . 8 . 6 5 4 . 5 
.41 .7 5 6 . 3 5 0 . 0 5 7 . 6 1 0 0 . 0 
• 
2 7 55 44 3 6 142 
f e m a l e 4 . 9 3 8 . 7 3 1 . 0 2 5 . 4 4 5 . 5 
5 8 . 3 4 3 . 7 5 0 , 0 4 2 . 4 
Column 12 126 . 88 85 1 312 
T o t a l 3 . 8 4 0 . 4 2 8 . 2 2 7 . 2 . 3 1 0 0 . 0 
APPENDIX B5 - WORKING WOMEN PORTRAYAL IN TV COMMERCIAL ( Q . 4 d ) 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I s e x ‘ 
By Q4D c a r e e r women p o r t r a y a l 
C o u n t s t r o n g l y d i s a g r e n e u t r a l a g r e e s t r o n g l y 
Q4D-> Row P e t d i s a g r e e a g r e e Row 
C o l P e t 1 2 3 4 5 T o t a l 
I I : 
1 43 86 39 2 170 
m a l e 2 5 . 3 5 0 . 6 2 2 . 9 1 . 2 5 4 . 5 
4 8 . 3 6 7 . 7 4 5 . 3 3 3 . 3 
2 4 46 4 1 47 4 142 
f e m a l e 2 , 8 3 2 . 4 2 8 . 9 3 3 . 1 2 . 8 4 5 . 5 
1 0 0 . 0 5 1 . 7 3 2 . 3 5 4 . 7 6 6 . 7 
Column 4 89 127 86 6 312 
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APPENDIX B6 - CAN TV COMMERCIAL REFLECT GENDER REALITY? (Q-4e ) 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I s e x 
By Q4E g e n d e r r e a l i t y 
C o u n t s t r o n g l y d i s a g r e n e u t r a l a g r e e s t r o n g l y 
Q4E-> Row P e t d i s a g r e e a g r e e Row 
C o l P e t 1 2 3 4 5 T o t a l 工1 丨、， — 
1 10 79 46 35 170 
m a l e 5 . 9 4 6 . 5 2 7 . 1 2 0 . 6 5 4 . 5 
5 2 . 6 6 4 . 2 5 4 . 8 4 2 . 7 , 
2 9 44 3 8 47 4 142 
f e m a l e 6 . 3 ‘ 3 1 . 0 2 6 . 8 3 3 . 1 2 . 8 4 5 . 5 
4 7 . 4 3 5 . 8 4 5 . 2 5 7 . 3 1 0 0 . 0 
Column 19 123 84 82 4 312 
T o t a l 6 . 1 3 9 . 4 2 6 . 9 2 6 . 3 1 . 3 1 0 0 . 0 
APPENDIX B7 - WHETHER THEY LIKE CATALYST PORTRAYAL? ( Q . 4 f ) 产 ' 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I s e x 
By Q4F l i k e n e s s o f c a t a l y s t p o r t r a y a l 
C o u n t s t r o n g l y d i s l i k e n e u t r a l l i k e s t r o n g l y 
Q4F-> Row P e t d i s l i k e l i k e How 
C o l P e t 1 2 3 4 5 T o t a l 
I I 
1 5 33 64 57 11 170 
m a l e 2 . 9 1 9 . 4 3 7 . 6 3 3 . 5 6 . 5 5 4 . 5 
2 0 , 8 3 5 . 1 6 1 . 0 7 4 . 0 9 1 . 7 
2 19 6 1 4 1 20 1 142 
f e m a l e 1 3 , 4 4 3 . 0 2 8 . 9 1 4 . 1 . 7 4 5 . 5 
7 9 , 2 6 4 . 9 3 9 . 0 2 6 . 0 8 . 3 
Column 24 94 105 77 12 312 
T o t a l 7 . 7 3 0 . 1 3 3 . 7 2 4 . 7 3 . 8 1 0 0 . 0 
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APPENDIX B8 - WHETHER THEY LIKE HOUSEWIFE PORTRAYAL? ( Q . 4 g ) 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I s e x 
By Q4G l i k e n e s s o f homemaker p o r t r a y a l 
C o u n t s t r o n g l y d i s l i k e n e u t r a l l i k e 
Q4G—> Row P e t d i s l i k e Row 
C o l P e t 1 : 2 3 4 T o t a l 
广 * V " . 
工 1 • : 
1 3 . 2 6 84 57 170 
m a l e 1 . 8 1 5 . 3 4 9 . 4 3 3 . 5 5 4 . 5 
3 0 . 0 3 8 . 2 5 4 . 9 7 0 . 4 
C % 
2 7 , 4 2 69 24 142 
f e m a l e 4 . 9 2 9 . 6 4 8 . 6 1 6 . 9 4 5 . 5 
7 0 . 0 6 1 . 8 4 5 . 1 2 9 . 6 
Column 10 68 153 8 1 312 
T o t a l 3 . 2 2 1 . 8 4 9 . 0 2 6 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 
APPENDIX B9 - WHETHER THEY LIKE WORKING WOMEN PORTRAYAL? ( Q . 4 h ) 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I s e x 
By Q4H l i k e n e s s o f c a r e e r women p o r t r a y a l 
C o u n t s t r o n g l y d i s l i k e n e u t r a l l i k e s t r o n g l y 
Q4H-> Row P e t d i s l i k e l i k e Row 
C o l P e t 1 2 3 4 5 T o t a l 
工 1 ； 
1 2 3 89 58 170 
m a l e 1 3 . 5 5 2 . 4 3 4 . 1 5 4 . 5 
7 4 . 2 6 0 . 1 4 9 . 2 
2 1 8 59 60 14 142 
f e m a l e . 7 5 . 6 4 1 . 5 4 2 . 3 9 . 9 4 5 . 5 
1 0 0 . 0 2 5 . 8 3 9 . 9 5 0 . 8 1 0 0 . 0 
Column 1 3 1 148 118 14 312 
T o t a l . 3 9 . 9 4 7 . 4 3 7 . 8 4 . 5 1 0 0 . 0 
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APPENDIX BIO - MALE DOMINANT PORTRAYAL IN BEER COMMERCIAL ( Q . 5 a ) 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I s e x 
By Q5A b e e r - m a l e p o r t r a y a l 
C o u n t s t r o n g l y d i s a g r e n e u t r a l a g r e e s t r o n g l y 
Q5A-> Row P e t d i s a g r e e a g r e e Row 
C o l P e t • 1 2 3 4 5 T o t a l 
工工 ’… 
1 1 4 12 1 0 1 52 170 
m a l e . 6 2 . 4 7 . 1 5 9 . 4 3 0 . 6 5 4 . 5 
1 0 0 . 0 2 6 . 7 6 0 . 0 5 7 . 4 5 2 . 0 
2 1 1 8 75 48 142 
f e m a l e 7 . 7 5 . 6 5 2 . 8 3 3 . 8 4 5 . 5 
7 3 . 3 4 0 . 0 4 2 . 6 4 8 . 0 
Column 1 15 20 176 100 312 
T o t a l . 3 4 . 8 6 . 4 5 6 . 4 3 2 . 1 1 0 0 . 0 
APPENDIX B l l - FEMALE CATALYST PORTRAYAL IN BEER COMMERCIAL ( Q . 5 b ) 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : 工1 s e x 
By Q5B b e e r - c a t a l y s t p o r t r a y a l 
C o u n t s t r o n g l y d i s a g r e n e u t r a l a g r e e s t r o n g l y 
Q5B—> Row P e t d i s a g r e e a g r e e Row 
C o l P e t 1 2 3 4 5 T o t a l 
I I ； - -
1 5 10 26 96 33 170 
m a l e 2 . 9 5 . 9 1 5 . 3 5 6 . 5 1 9 . 4 5 4 . 5 
6 2 . 5 5 5 . 6 6 0 . 5 5 2 . 2 5 5 . 9 
2 3 8 17 88 26 142 
f e m a l e 2 . 1 5 , 6 1 2 . 0 6 2 . 0 1 8 . 3 4 5 . 5 
3 7 . 5 4 4 . 4 , 3 9 . 5 4 7 . 8 4 4 . 1 
Column 8 18 43 184 59 312 
T o t a l . 2 . 6 5 . 8 1 3 . 8 5 9 . 0 1 8 . 9 1 0 0 . 0 
: . . 
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APPENDIX B12 - CAN BEER COMMERCIAL REFLECT GENDER REALITY? ( Q . 5 c ) 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I s e x 
By Q5C b e e r 一 g e n d e r p o r t r a y a l 
C o u n t s t r o n g l y d i s a g r e n e u t r a l a g r e e s t r o n g l y 
Q5C-> Row P e t d i s a g r e e a g r e e Row 
C o l P e t 1 2 3 4 5 T o t a l 
I I 
1 13 61 48 39 9 170 
m a l e 7 . 6 3 5 . 9 2 8 . 2 2 2 . 9 5 . 3 5 4 . 5 
4 3 . 3 6 1 . 6 4 7 . 1 5 6 . 5 7 5 . 0 
• V 
2 17 38 54 30 3 142 
f e m a l e 1 2 . 0 2 6 . 8 3 8 . 0 2 1 . 1 2 . 1 4 5 . 5 
5 6 . 7 3 8 . 4 5 2 . 9 4 3 . 5 2 5 . 0 
Column 30 99 102 69 12 312 
T o t a l 9 . 6 3 1 . 7 3 2 . 7 2 2 . 1 3 . 8 1 0 0 . 0 
APPENDIX B13 - WHETHER THEY LIKE CATALYST PORTRAYAL IN BEER AD.?""(Q.5d) • 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : 工1 s e x 
By Q5D b e e r 一 l i k e n e s s o f c a t a l y s t p o r t r a y a l 
C o u n t s t r o n g l y d i s l i k e n e u t r a l l i k e s t r o n g l y 
Q5D-> Row P e t d i s l i k e l i k e Row 
C o l P e t 1 2 3 4 5 T o t a l 
I I 
1 1 22 53 83 1 1 170 
m a l e . 6 1 2 . 9 3 1 . 2 4 8 . 8 6 . 5 5 4 . 5 
2 0 . 0 2 6 . 2 4 8 . 6 8 1 . 4 9 1 . 7 
2 4 62 56 19 1 142 
f e m a l e 2 . 8 4 3 . 7 3 9 . 4 1 3 . 4 . 7 4 5 . 5 
8 0 . 0 ' 7 3 . 8 5 1 . 4 1 8 . 6 8 . 3 
Column 5 84 109 102 12 312 
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APPENDIX B14 - WHETHER THEY LIKE WORKING WOMEN PORTRAYAL IN BEER AD.? ( Q . 5 e ) 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I ‘ s e x . 
By Q5E b e e r - l i k e n e s s o f c a r e e r women p o r t r a y a 
C o u n t s t r o n g l y d i s l i k e n e u t r a l l i k e s t r o n g l y 
Q5E-> Row P e t d i s l i k e l i k e Row 
C o l P e t 1 2 3 4 5 T o t a l 
" ~ ~ i 6 50 82 29 3 170 
m a l e 3 . 5 2 9 . 4 4 8 . 2 1 7 . 1 1 . 8 5 4 . 5 
1 0 0 . 0 6 6 . 7 6 4 . 6 2 9 . 3 6 0 . 0 
2 25 45 70 2 142 
f e m a l e 1 7 . 6 3 1 . 7 4 9 . 3 1 . 4 4 5 . 5 
3 3 . 3 3 5 . 4 7 0 . 7 4 0 . 0 
Column 6 75 127 99 5 312 
T o t a l 1 . 9 2 4 . 0 4 0 . 7 3 1 . 7 1.6 1 0 0 . 0 
APPENDIX B15 - I S WORKING WOMEN PORTRAYAL (PIONEER) SUITABLE FOR BEER AD.? 
… ( Q . 7 a ) 於 . 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I s e x 
By Q7C b e e r - p i o n e e r 
C o u n t n o t s u i t s u i t a b l e 
Q7C—> Row P e t a b l e Row 
C o l P e t 0 1 T o t a l I I . 1 49 1 2 1 170 
m a l e 2 8 . 8 7 1 . 2 5 4 . 5 
6 7 . 1 5 0 . 6 
2 24 118 142 
f e m a l e 1 6 . 9 8 3 . 1 4 5 . 5 
3 2 . 9 4 9 . 4 
Column 73 239 312 
T o t a l 2 3 . 4 7 6 , 6 1 0 0 . 0 
• • 參螫-• « 
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APPENDIX B16 - I S SEXUAL CATALYST PORTRAYAL SUITABLE FOR BEER AD.? (Q-7b) 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I s e x 
By Q7D b e e r - c a t a l y s t 
C o u n t n o t s u i t s u i t a b l e 
Q7D—> Row P e t a b l e Row 
Co l P e t 0 1 T o t a l I I � 
1 42 128 170 
m a l e 2 4 . 7 7 5 . 3 5 4 . 5 
4 2 . 9 5 9 . 8 
2 56 , 86 142 
f e m a l e 3 9 . 4 6 0 . 6 4 5 . 5 
5 7 . 1 4 0 . 2 
Column 98 214 312 
T o t a l 3 1 . 4 6 8 . 6 1 0 0 . 0 
APPENDIX B17 _ HOW THEY PERCEIVE THE WOMAN IN THE SAN MIGUEL COMMERCIAL? 
(Q-8) • 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I s e x 
By Q8 sra - f e m a l e p o r t r a y a l 
C o u n t t r a d h o u w o r k i n g s i n g l e c a t a l y s t o t h e r s 
Q8—> Row P e t s e w i f e h o u s e w i f Row 
C o l P e t 1 2 3 4 5 T o t a l 
• i i ：~~： : 
1 2 6 124 34 4 170 
m a l e 1 . 2 3 . 5 7 2 . 9 2 0 . 0 2 . 4 5 4 . 5 
1 0 0 . 0 6 6 . 7 5 1 . 5 6 8 . 0 4 0 . 0 
2 3 117 16 6 142 
f e m a l e 2 . 1 8 2 . 4 1 1 . 3 4 . 2 4 5 . 5 
3 3 . 3 4 8 . 5 3 2 . 0 . 6 0 . 0 
Column 2 9 2 4 1 50 10 312 
T o t a l . 6 2 . 9 7 7 . 2 1 6 . 0 3 . 2 1 0 0 . 0 
4 
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APPENDIX B18 - HOW THEY PERCEIVE THE WOMAN IN THE CARSLBERG COMMERCIAL? 
(Q.12) 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I s e x 
By Q12 c a r s l b e r g - f e m a l e p o r t r a y a l 
C o u n t t r a d h o u w o r k i n g s i n g l e c a t a l y s t o t h e r s 
Q12—> Row P e t s e w i f e h o u s e w i f Row 
� C o l P e t 1 2 3 4 5 T o t a l 
I I 
1 13 16 125 16 170 
m a l e 7 . 6 9 . 4 7 3 . 5 9 . 4 5 4 . 5 , 
9 2 . 9 5 1 . 6 5 0 . 6 8 4 . 2 
2 1 1 15 122 3 142 
f e m a l e . 7 . 7 1 0 . 6 8 5 . 9 2 . 1 4 5 . 5 
1 0 0 . 0 7 . 1 4 8 . 4 4 9 . 4 1 5 . 8 
Column 1 14 3 1 247 19 312 
T o t a l , 3 4 . 5 9 . 9 7 9 . 2 6.1 1 0 0 . 0 
APPENDIX B19 - HOW THEY LIKE THE CATALYST IN THE CARSLBERG COMMERCIAL? (Q .14 ) . 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : . I I s e x 
By Q14 c a r s l b e r g - l i k e n e s s o f t h e f e m a l e 
C o u n t s t r o n g l y d i s l i k e n e u t r a l l i k e s t r o n g l y 
Q14-> Row P e t d i s l i k e l i k e Row 
C o l - P e t 1 2 3 4 5 T o t a l 
. i i ： ： 
1 25 58 61 24 2 170 
m a l e 1 4 - 7 3 4 . 1 3 5 . 9 1 4 . 1 1.2 5 4 . 5 
4 4 . 6 4 3 . 0 7 0 . 9 7 5 . 0 6 6 . 7 
2 3 1 77 25 8 1 142 
f e m a l e 2 1 , 8 5 4 . 2 1 7 . 6 5 . 6 . 7 4 5 . 5 
5 5 . 4 5 7 . 0 2 9 , 1 2 5 . 0 3 3 . 3 
Column 56 135 86 32 3 312 
T o t a l 1 7 . 9 4 3 . 3 2 7 . 6 1 0 . 3 1 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 
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APPENDIX B2 0 - I S THE CATALYST IN THE CARSLBERG COMMERCIAL SUITABLE? (Q-16) 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I s e x 
By Q16 c a r s l b e r g - s u i t a b i l i t y o f t h e g e n d e r 
C o u n t s t r o n g l y d i s a g r e n e u t r a l a g r e e s t r o n g l y 
Q16-> Row P e t d i s a g r e e a g r e e Row 
C o l P e t 1 2 3 4 5 T o t a l 
� * v.-
1 10 28 66 55 1 1 170 
m a l e 5 . 9 1 6 . 5 3 8 . 8 3 2 . 4 6 . 5 5 4 . 5 
6 2 . 5 4 9 . 1 4 6 . 5 6 5 . 5 8 4 . 6 , 
2 6 , 2 9 76 29 2 142 
f e m a l e 4 . 2 2 0 . 4 5 3 . 5 2 0 . 4 1 . 4 4 5 . 5 
3 7 . 5 5 0 . 9 5 3 . 5 3 4 . 5 1 5 . 4 
Column 16 57 142 84 13 312 
T o t a l 5 . 1 1 8 . 3 4 5 . 5 2 6 . 9 4..2 1 0 0 . 0 
APPENDIX B21 -. HOW THEY LIKE THE MODERN FEMALE PORTRAYAL IN THE^ SAN KIGUEL 
COMMERCIAL? ( Q . 1 0 ) 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I s e x 
By Q10 sm _ l i k e n e s s o f t h e f e m a l e 
C o u n t s t r o n g l y d i s l i k e n e u t r a l l i k e s t r o n g l y 
Q10-> Row P e t d i s l i k e l i k e Row 
. C o l P e t 1 2 3 4 5 T o t a l 
I I 
1 9 4 3 58 54 6 170 
m a l e 5 , 3 2 5 . 3 . 3 4 . 1 3 1 . 8 3 . 5 5 4 . 5 
4 0 , 9 5 6 . 6 5 1 . 8 5 6 , 8 8 5 . 7 
2 13 33 54 4 1 1 142 
f e m a l e 9 . 2 2 3 . 2 3 8 . 0 2 8 . 9 . 7 4 5 . 5 
5 9 . 1 4 3 . 4 4 8 . 2 4 3 . 2 1 4 . 3 
Column , 22 76 112 95 7 312 
T o t a l 7 . 1 2 4 . 4 3 5 . 9 3 0 . 4 2 . 2 1 0 0 . 0 
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APPENDIX B22 - I S THE PROGRESSIVE PORTRAYAL SUITABLE IN SAN MIGUEL 
COMMERCIAL? ( Q . l l j 
c r o s s t a b s / t a b l e s i l by q l l / o p t i o n s 3 4 / s t a t i s t i c s 1 . 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I s y x 
By Q l l sin - s u i t a b i l i t y of t h e f e m a l e 
C o u n t s t r o n g l y d i s a g r e n e u t r a l a g r e e s t r o n g l y 
Q l l - > Row P e t d i s a g r e e ? a g r e e Row . 
Co l P e t 1 . 2 3 4 5 T o t a l 工1 — : 、 
1 8 ：50 42 67 3 170 
m a l e 4 . 7 ,2^. 4 2 4 . 7 3 9 . 4 1 . 8 5 4 . 5 
5 3 . 3 5 2 . 6 4 7 . 2 6 0 . 9 1 0 0 . 0 it 
2 ' 7 45 47 43 142 
f e m a l e 4 . 9 3 1 . 7 3 3 . 1 3 0 . 3 4 5 . 5 
4 6 . 7 4 7 . 4 5 2 . 8 3 9 . 1 
Column 15 95 89 110 3 312 
T o t a l 4 . 8 3 0 . 4 2 8 . 5 3 5 . 3 1 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 
APPENDIX B23 - I S THE TRADITIONAL PORTRAYAL SUITABLE IN CARSLBERG^ COMMERCIAL? ' 
( Q . 1 5 ) 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n ； IX . s e x 
By Q15 c a r s l b e r g - l i k e n e s s o f t h e m a l e 
C o u n t s t r o n g l y d i s l - i k e n e u t r a l l i k e s t r o n g l y 
Q15—> Row P e t d i s l i k e l i k e Row 
C o l P e t 1 2 3 4 5 T o t a l 
I I :——： .� ; 
1 4 46 65 5 1 4 170 
m a l e 2 . 4 2 7 . 1 3 8 . 2 3 0 . 0 2 . 4 5 4 . 5 
2 3 , 5 4 8 . 4 5 6 . 0 6 4 . 6 8 0 . 0 
2 13 49 5 1 2 8 1 142 
f e m a l e 9 . 2 3 4 . 5 3 5 . 9 1 9 . 7 .1 4 5 . 5 
7 6 . 5 5 1 . 6 44»0 3 5 . 4 2 0 . 0 
Column 17 95 116 79 5 312 
T o t a l 5 . 4 3 0 . 4 3 7 , 2 2 5 . 3 1 . 6 1 0 0 . 0 
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APPENDIX B2 4 - HOW THEY PERCEIVE THE MESSAGE IN SAN MIGUEL COMMERCIAL? (Q. 9) 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I s e x 
By Q9 sm - m e s s a g e 
C o u n t m u s c u l a r r e c o n f i r 9 0 s wome o t h e r s 
Q9—> Row P e t i m a g e m i m a g e n Row 
C o l P e t 1 2 3 4 5 T o t a l 
I I : 
� 1 9 46 109 3 3 170 
m a l e 5 . 3 2 7 . 1 6 4 . 1 1 . 8 1 . 8 5 4 . 5 
64 . 3 4 7 . 4 5 7 . 1 4 2 , 9 1 0 0 . 0 
2 5 5 1 82 4 142 
f e m a l e 3 . 5 3 5 . 9 5 7 . 7 2 . 8 4 5 . 5 
3 5 . 7 ' 5 2 . 6 4 2 . 9 5 7 . 1 
Column 14 97 1 9 1 7 3 312 
T o t a l 4 . 5 3 1 . 1 6 1 . 2 2 . 2 1 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 
APPENDIX B25 - HOW THEY PERCEIVE THE MESSAGE IN CARSLBERG COMMERCIAL? (Q.13) 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I s e x 
By Q13 c a r s l b e r g - m e s s a g e 
C o u n t m a l e a t t m u s c u l a r b o t h s e x o t h e r s 
Q13—> Row P e t r a c t i v e n i m a g e Row 
C o l P e t 1 2 3 4 5 T o t a l 
I I : 
• 1 122 34 7 6 1 170 
m a l e 7 1 . 8 2 0 . 0 4 . 1 3 . 5 . 6 5 4 . 5 
4 9 . 6 6 8 . 0 8 7 . 5 8 5 . 7 1 0 0 . 0 
2 124 16 1 1 142 
f e m a l e 8 7 . 3 1 1 . 3 . 7 . 7 4 5 . 5 
5 0 . 4 3 2 . 0 12*5 1 4 . 3 
Column 246 50 8 7 1 312 







APPENDIX B2 6 - HOMEMAKER PORTRAYAL IN SEASONING TV COMMERCIAL? ( Q . 6 a ) 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I s e x 
By Q6A s e a s o n i n g - homemaker p o r t r a y a l 
C o u n t s t r o n g l y d i s a g r e n e u t r a l a g r e e s t r o n g l y 
Q6A-> Row P e t d i s a g r e e a g r e e Row 
Co l P e t 1 2 3 4 5 T o t a l 
I I 
1 18 10 93 49 170 
m a l e 1 0 . 6 5 . 9 5 4 . 7 2 8 . 8 5 4 . 5 
7 2 . 0 6 2 . 5 4 7 . 4 6 6 . 2 
« 
2 1 1 6 103 25 142 
f e m a l e , 7 4 . 9 4 . 2 7 2 . 5 1 7 . 6 4 5 . 5 
1 0 0 , 0 2 8 . 0 3 7 . 5 5 2 . 6 3 3 . 8 
Column 1 25 16 196 74 312 
T o t a l . 3 8 . 0 5 . 1 6 2 , 8 2 3 . 7 1 0 0 , 0 
APPENDIX B27 - HOW THEY LIKE HOMEMAKER PORTRAYAL IN SEASONING COMMERCIAL? 
( Q . 6 d ) 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I s e x 么 
By Q6D s e a s o n i n g - l i k e n e s s of homemaker p o r t r a • 
C o u n t s t r o n g l y d i s l i k e n e u t r a l l i k e s t r o n g l y 
Q6D-> Row P e t d i s l i k e l i k e Row 
C o l P e t 1 2 3 4 5 T o t a l 
I I ~ : ： 
1 2 63 94 11 170 
m a l e 1 . 2 3 7 . 1 5 5 . 3 6 . 5 5 4 . 5 
1 3 . 3 5 5 . 3 5 7 . 7 5 7 . 9 
2 1 13 5 1 69 8 142 
f e m a l e ,1 9 . 2 3 5 . 9 4 8 . 6 5 . 6 4 5 . 5 
1 0 0 . 0 . 8 6 . 7 4 4 . 7 4 2 . 3 4 2 . 1 
Column 1 15 114 163 19 312 
T o t a l . 3 4 .-8 3 6 . 5 5 2 . 2 6 . 1 1 0 0 . 0 
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•APPENDIX B28 - I S TRADITIONAL HOUSEWIFE SUITABLE FOR TODAY'S SEASONING 
COMMERCIAL? ( Q . 7 e ) 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I s e x 
By Q7E s e a s o n i n g - t r a d women 
C o u n t n o t s u i t s u i t a b l e 
Q7E—> Row P e t a b l e Row 
C o l P e t 0 1 T o t a l 
I I : 
1 2 1 149 170 
m a l e . 1 2 . 4 8 7 . 6 5 4 . 5 
' 3 5 . 6 5 8 . 9 
2 3 8 104 142 
f e m a l e 2 6 . 8 7 3 . 2 4 5 . 5 
6 4 . 4 4 1 . 1 
Column 59 253 312 
T o t a l 1 8 , 9 8 1 . 1 1 0 0 . 0 
APPENDIX B29 - CAN GENDER PORTRAYAL IN SEASONING COMMERCIAL REFLECT REALITY? • 
(Q.6b) 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I . s e x 
By Q6B s e a s o n i n g - g e n d e r r e a l i t y 
C o u n t s t r o n g l y d i s a , g r e n e u t r a l a g r e e s t r o n g l y 
Q6B-> Row P e t d i s a g r e e a g r e e Row 
• C o l P e t 1 2 3 4 5 T o t a l 
I I : 
1 2 58 66 40 4 170 
m a l e 1 . 2 3 4 « 1 3 8 . 8 2 3 . 5 2 . 4 5 4 . 5 
66» 7 5 5 . 8 6 4 . 7 4 2 . 6 4 4 . 4 
2 1 46 36 54 5 142 
f e m a l e . 7 3 2 . 4 2 5 . 4 3 8 . 0 3 . 5 4 5 . 5 
3 3 . 3 4 4 , 2 3 5 . 3 5 7 . 4 5 5 . 6 
Column . 3 104 102 94 9 312 
T o t a l 1 , 0 3 3 , 3 3 2 . 7 3 0 . 1 2 . 9 1 0 0 . 0 
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APPENDIX B3 0 - I S COMBI-WOHJVN SUITABLE FOR SEASONING COMMERCIAL NOWADAYS? 
( Q . 7 f ) 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I 
By Q7F s e a s o n i n g - combi -women 
C o u n t n o t s u i t s u i t a b l e 
Q7F—> Row P e t a b l e t Row 
C o l P e t 0 1 T o t a l I I .;�'..丨 • 
1 55 115 170 
m a l e 3 2 . 4 67^6 5 4 . 5 
6.2.5 51； 3 , 
2 33 1Q9 142 
f e m a l e 2 3 . 2 7 6 . 8 4 5 - 5 
37 . 5 4 8 . 7 
Column 88 224 312 
T o t a l 2 8 . 2 7 1 . 8 1 0 0 . 0 
APPENDIX B31 - HOW THEY PERCEIVE THE FEMALE PORTRAYAL IN LEf" KUM KEE 
COMMERCIAL? ( Q . 1 7 ) 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : .- I I s e x 
By Q17 l k k - t h e f e m a l e p o r t r a y a l 
C o u n t t r a d hou w o r k i n g s i n g l e c a t a l y s t o t h e r s 
Q17—> Row P e t s e w i f e h o u s e w i f Row 
™ C o l P e t 1 2 3 4 5 T o t a l 
. J ! r-
1 36 115 10 2 7 170 
m a l e 2 1 . 2 6 7 . 6 5 . 9 1 . 2 4 . 1 5 4 . 5 
6 5 . 5 4 9 . 6 7 6 . 9 1 0 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 
2 19 117 3 3 142 
f e m a l e 1 3 . 4 8 2 . 4 2 . 1 2 . 1 4 5 . 5 
3 4 . 5 5 0 . 4 2 3 . 1 3 0 . 0 
Column 55 232 13 2 10 312 
T o t a l 1 7 . 6 7 4 . 4 4 . 2 . 6 3 . 2 1 0 0 . 0 
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APPENDIX B32 - HOW THEY PERCEIVE THE FEMALE PORTRAYAL IN MAGGIE SAUCE 
� COMMERCIAL? ( Q . 2 2 ) 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I s e x 
By Q22 roaggie - t h e f e m a l e p o r t r a y a l 
C o u n t t r a d h o u w o r k i n g s i n g l e c a t a l y s t o t h e r s 
Q 2 2 - > ROW P e t s e w i f e h o u s e w i f M R 2 W I 
C o l P e t 1 2 3 4 5 T o t a l 
工1 ~ 8 5 79 3 3 1 7 0 
m a l e 5 0 . 0 4 6 . 5 1 . 8 1 . 8 5 4 . 5 , 
6 1 . 2 5 0 . 0 4 2 . 9 1 0 0 . 0 
2 54 79 4 5 1 4 2 
f e m a l e 3 8 . 0 5 5 . 6 2 . 8 4 5 , 5 
3 8 . 8 5 0 . 0 5 7 . 1 1 0 0 . 0 
c o l u m n 139 158 7 3 5 ^ 2 
T o t a l 4 4 . 6 5 0 . 6 2 . 2 1 . 0 1.6 1 0 0 . 0 
APPENDIX B33 - HOW THEY LIKE THE PROGRESSIVE FEMALE PORTRAYAL IN LEE KUM KEE 
COMMERCIAL? ( Q . 1 9 ) 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I s e x 
By Q19 l k k - l i k e n e s s o f t h e f e m a l e 
C o u n t s t r o n g l y d i s l i k e n e u t r a l l i k e s t r o n g l y 
Q 1 9 - > Row P e t - d i s l i k e . l i k e 
C o l P e t 1 2 3 4 5 ^ T o t a l 
1 1 ！ 2 2 5 ~ 83 59 1 170 
m a l e 1 . 2 1 4 . 7 4 8 . 8 3 4 . 7 . 6 3 4 . 5 
6 6 . 7 7 5 . 8 5 8 . 9 4 5 * 0 2 5 . 0 
2 1 8 58 72 3 1 4 2 
f e m a l e , 7 5 . 6 4 0 . 8 5 0 . 7 2.1 4 5 . 5 
3 3 . 3 2 4 . 2 4 1 . 1 5 5 . 0 7 5 . 0 
Column 3 33 1 4 1 1 3 1 4 3 1 2 
T o t a l 1 . 0 1 0 . 6 4 5 . 2 4 2 . 0 1 . 3 1 0 0 . 0 
° • • • � 
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APPENDIX B34 - HOW THBY LIKP THE TRADITIONAL FEMALE PORTRAYAL IN MAGGIE SAUCE 
COMMERCIAL? (Q•2 4 ) 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I s 狄 
By Q24 m o g g i e - l i k e n e s s o f t h e f e m a l e 
C o u n t s t r o n g l y d i — l i k e n e u t r a l l i k e s t r o n g l y 
Q24—> Row P e t d i s l i k e ；• l i k e R ? w , 
C o l P e t 1 2 3 4 5 ^ T o t a l 
I I — 
！ 2 8 60 91 9 170 
m a l e 1 . 2 4 , 7 3 5 . 3 5 3 . 5 5 . 3 5 4 . 5 
1 0 0 . 0 3 q , 8 5 8 . 8 5 2 . 9 9 0 . 0 
2 ；18 42 81 1 142 
f e m a l e 1多;7 2 9 . 6 5 7 . 0 . 7 4 5 . 5 
6 ^ . 2 4 1 . 2 4 7 . 1 1 0 . 0 
Column 2 ?26 102 1 7 2 10 3 1 2 
T o t a l . 6 8 . 3 3 2 . 7 5 5 . 1 3 . 2 1 0 0 . 0 
APPENDIX B35 - I S THE PROGRESSIVE FEMALE PORTRAYAL SUITABLE IN 1.BB KUM KEE 
COMMERCIAL? ( Q . 2 1 ) 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I s ex 
By Q21 l k k - s u i t a b i l i t y o f t h e g e n d e r 
• 
C o u n t s t r o n g l y d i s a g r e n e u t r a l a g r e e s t r o n g l y 
0 2 1 - > Row P e t d i s a g r e e a g r e e Row 
• C o l P e t 1 2 3 4 5 T o t a l 
― ― ~ - - ~ 2 6 57 7 1 1 1 1'70 
m a l e 2 , 9 1 5 . 3 3 3 . 5 4 1 . 8 6 . 5 5 4 . 5 
1 0 0 . 0 6 1 . 9 6 0 . 0 4 6 . 4 6 4 . 7 
2 16 38 82 6 1 4 2 
f e m a l e 1 1 . 3 2 6 . 8 5 7 . 7 4 . 2 4 5 . 5 
3 8 , 1 4 0 . 0 5 3 . 6 3 5 . 3 
Column 5 42 9 5 1 5 3 17 3 1 2 
T o t a l 1 . 6 1 3 . 5 3 0 . 4 4 9 . 0 5 . 4 1 0 0 . 0 
毳 




• % ' 
& . * % 
� 
V • 
APPENDIX B36 - I S THE TRADITIONAL FEMALE PORTRAYAL SUITABLE IN MAGGIE SAUCE 
COMMERCIAL? ( Q . 2 6 ) 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I s e x 
By Q26 m a g g i e - s u i t a b i l i t y o f t h e g e n d e r 
C o u n t s t r o n g l y d i s a g r e n e u t r a l a g r e e s t r o n g l y 
Q 2 6 - > Row P e t d i s a g r e e a g r e e Row 
C o l P e t 1 2 3 4 5 T o t a l 
I I � . ： ~ — 
1 7 10 63 78 12 1 7 0 
m a l e 4 . 1 5 . 9 3 7 . 1 4 5 . 9 7 . 1 5 4 . 5 
1 0 0 . 0 3 0 . 3 7 0 . 8 4 7 . 3 6 6 . 7 , 
2 23 26 87 6 142 
f e m a l e 1 6 . 2 1 8 . 3 6 1 . 3 4 . 2 4 5 . 5 
6 9 . 7 2 9 . 2 5 2 . 7 3 3 , 3 
Column 7 33 89 1 6 5 18 3 1 2 
T o t a l 2 . 2 1 0 . 6 2 8 . 5 5 2 . 9 5 . 8 1 0 0 . 0 
APPENDIX B37 - HOW THEY LIKE THE PROGRESSIVE MALE PORTRAYAL IN t ^ B KUM KEE • 
COMMERCIAL? ( Q . 2 0 ) 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I s e x 
By ¢ 2 0 l k k - l i k e n e s s o f t h e m a l e 
•• 
C o u n t s t r o n g l y d i s l i k e n e u t r a l l i k e s t r o n g l y 
Q 2 0 - > Row P e t d i s l i k e l i k e Row 
• C o l P e t 1 2 3 4 5 T o t a l 
I I ^ 
1 4 4 0 5 8 68 1 7 0 
m a l e 2 . 4 2 3 . 5 3 4 . 1 4 0 . 0 5 4 . 5 
5 7 . 1 6 1 . 5 5 6 . 9 5 0 . 4 
2 3 2 5 44 67 3 142 
f e m a l e 2 . 1 1 7 . 6 3 1 . 0 4 7 . 2 2 . 1 4 5 . 5 
4 2 . 9 3 8 . 5 4 3 . 1 4 9 . 6 1 0 0 . 0 
Column 7 65 1 0 2 1 3 5 3 3 1 2 
T o t a l 2 . 2 2 0 . 8 3 2 . 7 4 3 . 3 1 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 
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APPENDIX B38 - HOW THEY LIKE THE TRADITIONAL MALE PORTRAYAL IN MAGGIE SAUCE 
COMMERCIAL? ( Q . 2 5 ) 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I s e x 
By Q25 m a g g i e - l i k e n e s s o f t h e m a l e 
C o u n t s t r o n g l y d i s l i k e n e u t r a l l i k e s t r o n g l y 
Q 2 5 - > Row P e t d i s l i k e l i k e r m R f w n 
C o l P e t 1 2 3 4 5 T o t a l 
1 i 1 26 104 36 3 1 7 0 
m a l e . 6 1 5 . 3 6 1 . 2 2 1 . 2 1 . 8 5 4 . 5 
1 0 0 . 0 4 9 . 1 5 6 . 2 5 2 ^ 2 7 5 . 0 , 
‘ 2 27 8 1 33 1 142 
f e m a l e 1 ^ 0 5 7 . 0 2 3 . 2 4 5 . 5 
5 0 . 9 4 3 . 8 4 7 . 8 2 5 . 0 
Column 1 53 1 8 5 69 4 3 1 2 
T o t a l . 3 1 7 . 0 5 9 . 3 2 2 . 1 1 . 3 1 0 0 . 0 
APPENDIX B39 - HOW THEY THE MESSAGE IN LEE KUM KEE COMMERCIAL? (ST-18) • 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I s e x 
By Q18 l k k - m e s s a g e 
C o u n t g o o d h e l c o - h e a d f e m i n i s m o t h e r s 
Q 1 8 - > Row P e t p e r K. 
C o l P e t 1 2 3 4 5 T o t a l •工 1 • : • • . — — — — — ‘ ；. — “ ‘“‘ 
. 1 1 2 3 4 1 4 2 1 7 0 
m a l e 7 2 . 4 2 4 . 1 2 . 4 1.2 54.5 
5 5 . 2 5 8 . 6 3 3 . 3 5 0 . 0 
2 1 0 0 29 8 2 3 1 4 2 
f e m a l e 7 0 . 4 2 0 . 4 5 . 6 1 . 4 2 . 1 4 5 . 5 
4 4 . 8 4 1 . 4 6 6 . 7 5 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 
Column 2 2 3 7 0 12 4 3 3 1 2 
T o t a l 7 1 , 5 2 2 , 4 3 . 8 1 . 3 1 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 
* 
0 _ • • « 
• . • • � 
. • 
• ‘ * 
� 
% • � . % 1 
广 7 . % • 
V ‘ • ‘ 
• � 
APPENDIX B40 - HOW THBY THE MESSAGE IN MAGGIE SAUCE COMMERCIAL? ( Q - 2 3 ) 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : I I s e x 
By Q23 m a g g i e - m e s s a g e 
C o u n t g o o d d a u g o o d h e l t r a d mot o t h e r s 
Q 2 3 - > Row P e t g h t e r - i n p e r h e r - i n - 1 R o w , 
C o l P e t 1 2 3 4 5 T o t a l 
I I … 
1 30 1 2 0 10 6 4 1 7 0 
m a l e 1 7 . 6 7 0 . 6 5 . 9 3 . 5 2 . 4 5 4 . 5 
5 0 . 8 5 5 . 3 4 3 . 5 1 0 0 . 0 5 7 . 1 , 
2 29 97 13 3 1 4 2 
f e m a l e 2 0 . 4 6 8 : 3 9 . 2 2-1 45.5 
4 9 . 2 4 4 . 7 5 6 . 5 4 2 . 9 
Column 59 2 1 7 23 6 7 3 1 2 
T o t a l 1 8 . 9 6 9 . 6 7 . 4 1 . 9 2 . 2 1 0 0 . 0 
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APPENDIX CI - HYPOTHESIS 1A-B 
AD - A d v e r t i s i n g C r e a t i v e 
M • Male consumers 
F 一 Female consumers 
MEAN ONEWAY TEST CHI-SQ. TEST 
QUESTIONS AD M F F PROB. SIGNIFICANCE 
Male dominant 
p o r t r a y a l 
Q.4a TV Ad. 3 . 2 0 3 . 1 0 3 . 0 0 -4913 .1213 
I 
Q.5a Beer TV Ad. 4 . 2 5 4 . 1 3 4 . 1 7 . 4 5 1 6 . 1543 
APPENDIX C2 - HYPOTHESIS 2A-B 
MEAN 
P- ONEWAY TEST CHI-SQ. TEST 
QUESTIONS AD H F F PROB. SIGNIFICANCE! 
Female c a t a l y s t •• 
p o r t r a y a l ** | 
Q.4b TV Ad. 2 . 8 8 3 , 4 0 3 . 0 6 .0007 . 0017 [ 
Q.5b Beer TV Ad. 3 . 6 5 3 . 8 4 3 , 8 8 ,1477 - 0 0 1 3 | 
• + . ”.
|1："" • • . . . • ,丨 
** M u l t i p l e Range T e s t 一 d e n o t e d group s i g n i f i c a n t l y d i f f e r e n t aj, 
t h e . 0 5 0 l e v e l w i t h t h e o t h e r two groups i 
丨— 
APPENDIX C3 嫌 HYPOTHESIS 3A-B ！ 
MEAN 
r ~ ~ — — O N E W A Y TEST CHI-SQ. TEST“ 
QUESTIONS AD M F F PROB. SIGNIFICANCE丨 
H o u s e w i f e 
p o r t r a y a l 
Q.4C TV Ad. 2.fe4 2 . 8 2 2 . 7 7 . 3146 -0103 
V i 




APPENDIX C4 • HYPOTHESIS 4A-B 
MEAN 
ONEWAY TEST CHI-SQ. TEST 
QUESTIONS AD M F F PROB. SIGNIFICANCE 
Working woman 
p o r t r a y a l 
Q.4d TV Ad. 3 . 0 4 3 . 0 0 3 . 0 1 .9505 .0053 
* * 
Q.6c S e a s o n i n g Ad. 2 , 7 4 2 . 3 5 2 . 5 7 .0026 .0137 
* M u l t i p l e Range T e s t - denoted p a i r s of groups s i g n i f i c a n t l ： 
d i f f e r e n t a t t h e . 050 l e v e l 
APPENDIX C5 - HYPOTHESIS 5A-C 
MEAN 
—P- ONEWAY TEST CHI-SQ. TEST 
QUESTIONS AD M F F PROB. SIGNIFICANCE! 
TV commercial •• ！ 
r e f l e c t s gender * * * , 
r e a l i t y ? 
Q.4e TV Ad. 3 . 2 9 2 . 6 2 2 . 9 5 . 0000 . 0000 
� * * I 
Q.5c Beer TV Ad. 3 . 4 2 2 . 8 2 2 . 7 5 .0000 . 0000 
* * i 
Q,6b S e a s o n i n g Ad. 3 . 2 6 2 . 9 2 3*11 .0117 .0124 
* M u l t i p l e Range T e s t - denoted p a i r s o f groups s i g n i f i c a n t l j l 
d i f f e r e n t a t t h e .050 l e v e l 
** M u l t i p l e Range T e s t - denoted group s i g n i f i c a n t l y d i f f e r e n t aj： 





APPENDIX C6a - HYPOTHESIS 6A 
MEAN ONEWAY TEST CH工一SQ. TEST 
QUESTIONS AD M F F PROB. SIGNIFICANCE 
They l i k e c a t a l y s t 
p o r t r a y a l ? * ** * 
Q.4f TV Ad. 2 . 8 0 3 . 2 1 2 . 4 6 .0000 .0000 
They l i k e t r a d , 
h o u s e w i f e 
p o r t r a y a l ? * * 
Q.4g TV Ad. 2 . 9 6 3 . 1 5 2.77 .0002 '0003 
They l i k e 
working woman 
p o r t r a y a l ? ** : 
Q.4h TV Ad. 3 . 4 6 3 . 2 1 3 . 5 5 . 0001 [ -Q° 0 4 
* M u l t i p l e Range T e s t - denoted p a i r s of groups significantl： 
d i f f e r e n t a t t h e .050 l e v e l . 
** M u l t i p l e Range T e s t 一 denoted group s i g n i f i c a n t l y d i f f e r e n t ai 











APPENDIX C6b - HYPOTHESIS 6B 
MEAN 
_ _ _ _ _ _ ONEWAY TEST CHI-SQ. TEST 
QUESTIONS AD M F F PROB. SIGNIFICANCE 
They l i k e c a t a l y s t 
p o r t r a y a l ? ** 
Q.5d Beer TV Ad. 2 - 9 0 3 . 5 0 2 . 7 0 .0000 .0000 
They l i k e 
working woman 
p o r t r a y a l ? ** 
Q . 5 e Beer TV Ad. 3 . 1 1 2 . 8 4 3 , 3 5 .0000 ' 0 0 0 Q 
. . — 
They l i k e t h e 
independent woman 
p o r t r a y a l i n SM ad? 
Q . 1 0 S a n Miguel A d . 3 . 0 4 3 . 0 2 2 . 8 8 : 3 5 9 4 * 2 3 8 5 
I s t h e 
independent woman 
p o r t r a y a l s u i t a b l e ? ，• 
Q . l l San Miguel Ad. 3 . 1 8 3 . 0 4 2 . 8 9 . 0 8 5 1 . 1 5 4 2 
They l i k e t h e 
c a t a l y s t p o r t r a y a l ‘ 
i n C a r s l b e r g a d . ? ** � 
Q.14 C a r s l b e r g Ad. 2 . 6 8 2 .S3 2 . 0 9 .0000 ' 0 0 0 0 
I s t h e 
c a t a l y s t p o r t r a y a l 
s u i t a b l e ? * * I 
Q.16 C a r s l b e r g Ad. 3 . 2 9 3 . 1 7 2 . 9 4 .0102 .0157 ！ 
They l i k e t h e male 丨 
p o r t r a y a l i n 
C a r s l b e r g Ad.? ** 
Q.15 c a r s l b e r g Ad. 3 . 0 9 3 . 0 2 2 . 6 8 .0003 | . 0064 
* M u l t i p l e Range T e s t - denoted p a i r s of groups s i g n i f i c a n t l i 
d i f f e r e n t a t t h e .050 l e v e l 
** M u l t i p l e Range T e s t - denoted group s i g n i f i c a n t l y d i f f e r e n t at 




APPENDIX C6c - HYPOTHESIS 6C 
M E A N ONEWAY TEST CHI -SQ. TEST 
QUESTIONS AD M T ^ j ^ 腦 . S I G N I F I C A N C E 
They l i k e t r a d . 
h o u s e w i f e ** | 
p o r t r a y a l ? j 
Q . 6 d s e a s o n i n g s 3 . 2 4 3 . e 7 3 ^ _ _ . 赚 . 赚 
They l i k e 
working woman 
p o r t r a y a l ? 
Q . 6 e S e a s o n i n g Ad. 3 . 0 6 2 , 8 4 2 . 9 7 . 1 0 2 5 > 2 1 2 1 
T h m s 二 ^ ^ i - ^ * " T l 
working woman ； | . 
p o r t r a y a l ? , 1 
Q . 1 9 L e e Kam K e e Ad 3 , 3 2 3 > 1 9 3 . 4 8 . 0 0 2 1 '
0 2 6 3 
They l i k e t h e f 
h o u s e w i f e ,�• p o r t r a y a l ? ** I 
They l i k e t h e # 
cook ing husband 丨I 
p o r t r a y a l ? j 
Q,20 Lee Kam Kee Ad 3 . 2 4 3 . 1 2 3 . 3 0 .1752 .0697 '； 
They l i k e t h e 1 
t r a d , husband � 
p o r t r a y a l ? L 
Q.25 Maggie Ad. | 3 , 0 2 | 3 . 0 8 | 3 . 0 6 | >7894 , | . 0333 
* M u l t i p l e Range Test - denoted p a i r s of groups s i g n i f i c a n t l y 
** group s i g n i f i c a n t l y d i f f e r e n t a^ 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX D l - a - ADVERTISING CREATIVE ATTITUDE & 
PREFERENCE ON TRADITIONAL VS PROGRESSIVE 
GENDER PORTRAYAL 
“ ““ TV COMMERCIAL (MEAN SCORE) 
TRADITIONAL PORTRAYAL GENERAL BEER SEASONING 
Q.4a & 5a 
Male dominant p o r t r a y a l 3 . 2 0 4 . 2 5 “ 
Q.4b & 5b 
Female c a t a l y s t i s used? 2 . 8 8 3 . 6 0 -
Q.4c & 6a ^ 
Homemaker i s used? 2 . 6 0 - 3 : 9 0 
Q.4e & 5c & 6b 
Gender r e a l i t y ? 3•29 3 . 4 0 3.25 
Q.4f & 5d 
Do t h e y l i k e c a t a l y s t ? 2 . 8 0 2 . 9 0 議 
Q.4g & 6d 
Do t h e y l i k e homemaker? 2 . 9 0 - 3.2Q 
PROGRESSIVE PORTRAYALGENERAL BEER SEASONING 
Q.4d & 6c � 
Career woman i s used? 3 . 0 3 - 2.70 
Q.4h & 5e & 6e 
Do t h e y l i k e c a r e e r w.? 3 , 4 5 3 . 1 0 3 . 0 5 
Note : 1 - s t r o n g l y d i s a g r e e / d i s l i k e 
5 - s t r o n g l y a g r e e / l i k e 
v 
4 
APPENDIX D l - b - ATTITUDE & PREFERENCE ON TRADITIONAL VS 
‘ ‘ 一 PROGRESSIVE PORTRAYAL IN SELECTED COMMERCIALS 
“ • 一 SELECTED TV COMMERCIALS (MEAN SCORE) 
ATTITUDE — & TRADITIONAL PROGRESSIVE 
PERCEPTION (Cars lberg Beer) (San Miguel Beer) 
Q.14 & 1 0 
Do t h e y l i k e t h e 
f e m a l e p o r t r a y a l ? 2 . 6 8 3 ' 0 4 
Q.16 & 11 
Do t h e y t h i n k t h e 
gender p o r t r a y a l ^ n _ 
s u i t a b l e ? 3 . 2 9 3 • 1 7 
"“ TRADITIONAL PROGRESSIVE 
(Maggie Sauce) (Lee Kum Kee) 
, - . : ^ ― ^ ^ ^ ― ^ ― • 
Q.19 & 24 
Do t h e y l i k e t h e Q 
f e m a l e p o r t r a y a l ? 3 . 3 0 3 ' 1 0 
Q.20 & 25 ,� 
Do t h e y l i k e t h e 
male p o r t r a y a l ? 3 . 2 3 3 - ° ° 
Q.21 & 26 
Do t h e y t h i n k t h e 
gender p o r t r a y a l 
s u i t a b l e ? 3 . 5 0 3 . 3 0 
1 - s t r o n g l y d i s a g r e e / d i s l i k e 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Chinese University of Hong Kong 
SURVEY ON GENDER PORTRAYALS IN T.V. COMMERCIALS 
SECTION I BUSINESS PROFILE 
please indicate your answer with a V” on the line provided. 
額 焱 I f 璆 家 上 加 上 V 
%%#^4 ^ -kr？ 
1. What is the industry profile of your company? 
a. Advertising Agent //^¾ 
b. Beer 嗜 油 
c. Food/Scasonin 
g P r o d u c t s I 紙 _ U 
._ , • . 广 ， 1 
2. What is the job nature of your post? ‘ 
a. Advertising Creat ive^ M ^ — ~ 
b. Marketing 
c. Sales 璦 嚷 r 
d. Others, please specify 
咚 徜 的 M T 馎 齅 夂 ^ 
3. How long have your bccri engaged m the industry? 
a. .< 1 or 1 year 
b. 2 - 3 years > 蓼 彡 為 
c. 4 - 5 years 
d. > 5 years 吻 邀 
V 
i 
» • ». • . • • . • • 
• . .• • •••• % • • • • / 
‘ •書• 《 
‘ ,v::.. . . . . ::“:..' ‘ 
, • : • •. • ••• • • • • • • • • • . • . ’ • . • 
• / • • 
• • . . — — 
SECTION II G E N D E R PORTRAYAL • 
~ ~ I n general - 減 此 身 米 “ 一 ^ S ， _ ^ ^ 
.如 tu do yea »eree tial man hai pla>«a » JomJnate role in c1.ar.der porlnpl J« mort of Uu: ^ ^ ， 4 5 
f ^ ¾ ¾ ¾ ¾ —, 一 一 
/¾¾ 一烛令喙咖炮办•， • 
« 
b. ll9W far do you think Ibat woman fcas been med « a catalyrt 5« most of U.e T.V. commerrfat. , 2 3 ‘ • 3 
Ho«r faKdo you agree lhal wiomcn have been portraye J u ifadHtonal fuit'tlme homemaken In mort • ^ ^ j • 5 
; 眾 芯 • 德 奶 摊 娣 邻 一 — 
^ 1¾ ^ fii& 
d. Ho* f« do you iK«k Portraycd " ^ e3rccr ^ ^ l n w o r t °f ,heT*V* , 2 3 4 5 
C.* • Do ytM Ihlnfc Ilial llie sender porlrayalt in mod of the T.V. coptittercbh can reflect iiie reaKljf in . ! 
Hcillier If vry^ riL 
. •‘ DisKke Dblike DuSlte 
e • ‘ . • ' r 
Do ywt Kke woman^e«ie portrayed m »calalnl in T.V, commerWali 7 , .» ^ . . « ———2 . • • -3 “ •丨•丨  _ ‘ 4 
. � j Do jfDt Ske wtfinai bcloe porlraycd at 裊 fulMSme fiMicmaker in T.V. commcrcbb ？ • 1 - : ~~~*3 —— 
Mi今铭兔.今丨•呢规 
h. Do yov ttke a pfOfreuivc, carceMype woman beins portnyed lit tM eommerchb 1 ^ * 2 "" 3 4 5 
,拖甸色7 • 
？- 一 •嘩蹯嗒礼海劣 • 铖 ： ^ 
Disaerce Disagree DUipte Asrce Aptt 
a for j. .Cree tK,t ha> phyed » JpmlnaU rote 5« cl«r»dcr portrayal •« mo.t of the 
. 他 糾 i 取 渊 . 铽 部 一 1 一2 一 3 一 4 一 5 
• Howr far <lo you tMnk that woman ha« been vtci at a eatat/st in m«t of itw, Beer ______ 一 2 3 4 • • S 
• 猫 秘 如 秘 錄 ⑷ 炒 # 一 1 — • 
t Doyou iKiak Ikat the cenifer poftmpb in wo»t of llic Deer T.V. commercials ^ 4 -
_ f e , g 七 扬 旅 • 秘 m u i k . 2 好 勤 趣 辨 % 
Dt^ e' DUKke DWike Lfte 
S K i l J ^ K K ^ S S P n — j — a — 3 — ^ — \ 
• * « —.� Do yon Kkft m prosreuivCt carcer*lype woman bcififi portrayed in Beer T.V# commcfdalt ? j j 
“ . • • 
• * 
> • . • • • • 
• » * , • ’ .» % 
• : • . •••••••• / . • 
• ( . • , • 
• 書 
• . • ••‘ 
• • • • ’ 
* . * • V . / • • • 
# 
6. Seasoning Products 补叙狐 Heiber . 够够 
ilriHietr • Nor ^ ^  0. How far Jo yo« »»««tkat women hmc been portrayed u lra«niona! r«il*lime bomemakeri la mo»l D5ta6'ee Dittjree 丨 * of Ike Seuootnc T.V. commcrciab tn Hone Xong? , . „ 
^ ^ ^%^ it ^foU^ n Lt^ ——i ~ — 3 —5 
b. Do jottiMnUhaUhepwIer portrayal* in «w»«f«>« Scaion:iis T.V.commcrcbU 
: ¾
1
¾ 赏 4 1 ¾ ¾ 鄉 修 i r 秘 鉍 梦 办 鉍 ― ， _ 2 — 3 — 4 — , 
葙淡,妫奐&觖眇叙呔紈嚷？ • 
C far doym lUnk liftK %vocnaf» has been ftonnyci at busy carccr women in most of Uic 
Seaionbic T.V9 commcrculi In Hone XoncT ^ . 办 • 、 直 : j 着 $ 
S^iro««cty like Hof , 1 DbKkc OhRk« Dblftt Llk« Ukm 
<!• Do >wi Cke i^oman bein^  porloyeJ m 鳥 fylMiiiie lio«itcii»kcr in Scasoiting T.V. • 
c. Doyowlikeapfocreutve.career.(ypewomanbelnjportrt>«l'm Seuoninf T.V. 
T ^ M U 1¾ ^ ¾ ^ W-i-i^m — , — — � — — ‘ — - — -
^ ^ — — 
f. • U. Tlie comW-woiucii,. .Ut housework • ouUnk cwploymcirt ^ 
( ^ P — • 
c. The pionecr9 • ••�, t , 沒 i tc, carccr-orkntcd • Hnaiiclally inJcpcnJcnt •• 
j. Deauty ^ -ft. 
1 落 感 會 • • — • 、 — 
v •、、 • .V'•> • • • • 
. . . . . . . : . ‘ • 4 
. ‘ ' v . . . 
’ • ‘ • « • • , ‘ , “ 
• . •• • i . 
• “ • • “ ‘ 
I 
• • 
SECTION IH SELECTIVE T.V. COMMERCIALS 
. C O M M E R C I A L I 豫 ％ z 
A girl is sitting in acoffcc shop. She is rcadinsthc n c ™ r and h a m g a ， ; 汽 忠 r i A 二 
voicc behind says, -Right time, right placc, right beer." At the end the girl talks to an old man and 
fl•灰钱-〜蜜崎,《吧.%；6 4 1 峋 徜 七 焱 同 - 饲 扃 人 棼 锁 , 
•Dad, I am a grown-up now and I know how to choosc.: 
8. l^ fci^ ipo^ iyJl pereclve in lliti TV, commerda! t 
.::: a. A JraJUIonal housewWe wJliouC .job ~ 一 
b. A vwking housewife ^ Jg ^ jff. """~ • *； 
e. An independenl sinfile 
d. Tfce female am M.blalyit f^jt. ^ j f t ^ ^ f t f e 
Olicrt, 
9. hfe j^^ nuS^^d i^n i^i^ i^e^Jl^ ifap^rSS^dMWibelfcemeiMse 
b. Totcltmtm iKe dimnt imace of San Micuel ( •Rlglit lime, R«e!rt plate, R»cl»l Uef r * 
d. Olhew. plewe jpedfy 
… 妒摊兔.论傰應<4；篡资膨七伢叻幻笱色？’ 
10. Do yw itce l!«U portrapl of female in this T.V. commeroa!? 
• . • 郴 剩 ^ r V^Mt Stro^ ly UkeKor SlronCIy Dislike Ditnke Dislike Like Like 
§ 
• . . 1 - — — 2 3 一 ~ ^  S 
” M t ib^^n kbA^Ai ：^, ^ fh ^^ 
11. Do you 9{rce lhac Ihe above portrayals are suitable lo the imace or beer ？ 
^$5^1¾¾. Nehhcr ^ ¾ ¾ . Slrongly • Agree Nor Slronely Dba^rce Disagree Disaerce Acree A^rce 
—T 1 3 4 f 
• . . . • • 
‘ ' • • * , , . , •• • • • 
. * . • * 
« • . 
• • •• • • . • 
v .. 
• • • . • . • 
• •“ ， •  
• • . • . . • * • • • 
• ••, •• •• , • 
•. ••  ； • •  . • • — , • • 
• • 
•• • • 
‘ COMMERCIAL II ； 
A young male executive goes into a bar with a girl dressed !n red. He orders a bottle of beer but he cannot 
pour U into the'glass ‘ The glass just keeps moving. Another young male cxccutive sitting next to him 
扃领於不屦咄ft , ^ i^m^i-m^、减恨a 卷喺 
successfully fills the glass with Carlsberg. Finally, even the girl friend is attracted by this young cxecutlvc who 
U 我fb mlhMWs^ 族 , 透 彳 ® 炙 嗰 硎 吋 fears to be more nb!c to make right choiccs. 
. . 你 饧 角 唏 命 你 少 秒 渐 匄 ； ^ 岛 色 ？ 
22« What it Ihe'remafe porfr^yal thai you perceive in tins T.V# commeraal 7 
su A traditional liousewife without a 
b. A worklnc liousewire 一-
e. An inilepeiMteit «i«c>« fewate^  — 
d. The female acU at • "J&f^ '^lHi^  ~ 
e. '^tfA^^kfh ^ ' 
13. In yoaro^SSmt, vAuQt of the l o w i n g statement U the nost appropriale le describe Iho messaee 
• 痕 广 S “ f A t L 炒 講 _ •• 
i^Ja ^  % _ 一 ‘ 
b# To promote ntitseubr imafie — -
c. Ri^ TKer rnirf^omcn • — 
<!• OlI»eri» picaU s^cuy ——— 
� jpr^M ^ 
14. Do you Kke this portmyaTef female !n Ibu T.V. commercial? 
DhSke Dislike Dbfike Like Ukc 
• . 
I I i “ 2 ' "J • 4 • • • 5 
15. Do you Bkc Ihe portrayal of male In litis T#V» commercial 7 
. . . i f ^ H i ^ NcUhcr 树 
Sl(onety tike Nor Sirangljr Dhnke DbKke Dislike Litcs Like 
• . 
一 — 1 -2 3 -4 5 
10« Do you aerso that Ihe abovo porlrajrab are svilible to Iholnia^e of beer ？ 
Dlsatrce Disaeree Disagree Agree Agree f ‘ 
1 2 3 4 — 5 
； • 
< \ . • 
• • * ' » 
v . • •• 
» • » * a 
' . . . , . • 4 
• . ： ； • • • • ： • • « • • , •• 
• •  、，••.，•.• •�• . V/ • � • . • • • • 
• , • . . • • • • • • • • . . . • • • . • • • . •• • • • . . • • . . • • • •:； « ‘ V 
• ：. . . X^ ••• • •• •  . • •  •  • • •• ‘ • 
• •• ；•• •• • • • • . • • • • • •“ • 
• • . . : • . • � . ‘ . • • • •• 
• • , • •  i . _ • • • . •• :•• •••" . J . ’• .• •• •• • .  * “ • • •, • .. . a . , « * * • *.. • / . ‘ ‘ ....*.••..• . . : . , . , . . . . . •；• •• ‘ 
I 
# 
• • 夢 
COMMERCIAL III 房名工• 
A wife is phoning her husband, asking him whether he has any problem in preparing the dinner for her 
- 怂 械 ^ ¾ ¾ bt俏<A,阅伪谂if磡缓U孤m^rMAMj岣鯈fpJ\ 
friends. Her husband proudly says that he can prepare the Marinaded Chickcns. But lalcr, he finds lliat it 
知仫丈天舱名 /^M,,切银伤�jk/�程 I水鉍同嫂极伸鉢-屑焱來夭蒎 
is very difficult to make the saucc. Fortunately, his wife comcs home wilh llic Lcc Kam Kcc saucc and he 
齓 瘃 來 锒 刼 水 外 叼 铋 沙 鉍 姑 私 根 永 水 A 岣 i 蟓 f 访 
can successfully make the dislics and is praised highly by her wife's friends.' . ' 
t而,疏女伐烁坎乜勿 
17. WhaC is ilie female portrayal (bat you perccive in litis T.V. commercial ？ 
a. A (radilionat housewife withoul a 
• b. A worWnc housewife Ify % & 
e. An imtepenifcnt sincle fcmalej^)少办主 t'P — 
J. Hie female act! as a 
olalysl 一湖 
•• Others, 
M'^^di'Ml&y贼.”fh傲h处 饥戽？ III your opmiofv wlucfi of Ihe lolowine statement Is (be most appropriate to describe Ihe messaee 18, of ‘ , a. Good helpers ior those who up not know 1 
, 顧 葱 。 風 應 • • bousewtves by a npn.tradilfonal role 队 ^ r^O'iC *T3f 
ptajr of hwband and imfe • 1 1 ‘ 
e. To promote femhUm $-^5 1 
. • 山 Othen. please 1^/¾¾^^¾)^^ 
Sironel/ . UkeNor SlroAcV DitKie DUKlie DisUlce Uke Like 
mtm^mrnmmmm J mmmmmmmmmmmm J mmmmmmmmtmmrn J mm^mmmmmmm ^ m^amammmmmm ^  
20# Do you Rke ilie porlmpl of male in this T.V. commerctai ? 
• •‘ • 树 細 k Slroncljr UkaNor Slraiigly Dblikc Dlsliks OUKk« Like Lik« 
1 2 — 3 -4 5 • 
Do )f0« ugttc IliM Ihc ftbove portrayali utc suSlabfc lo Ihe Inmce of seasoning promctii 
Nchhcr 朴 Slrenel/ Afiree Nor Slronety Db»srce Di»|>ree Diueree Agree Agree 
‘ ‘ , 7 ^ 4 5 
• , ‘ * 
V • , 
# « k 4 . 
鲁 • ‘ , ’！ • . ‘ ‘ * •‘ 
• “ • . t . • • , • • 
* . “ . • • ： . , • • ： • .“ • • • « • • 
‘ • i , « 
• « 4 . ’ • • . • • • • . •• • 
• •, 参 # » • 
• ’ * 
•* • • • 
J 
COMMERCIAL IV 切 — . . • 
used the Maggi Saucc. 
： 、 払 • 細 溶 i 贼 御 紀 毕 ， : 
b. A workinc housewife 
V t An independent »lnCte female ^ 
J. Tl,c female ad» as , ^ ^ ^ 1 ¾ ^ ^ ~ , , 
. e . Otlieri. fUcuc “ ‘ ' " " " ~ ‘ 
TlSE&m^ — • > 
• , • 彻 — 
women m ^ e f ^ 1 ^ ‘ 
fe? DUKlce D ^ C 咖 ^ 
. . . • 25. 
• . . . S y 脑 Dhnke Ukc Like 
i 2 — 3 ~ — 4 • 5 . . 
1 t 徽 逝 
• 耀 , ^ • 
； DUk^ D l i ^ c e Di»er«c Apce Acre� 
1 2 — 3 ^ —5 
二 •、一 • • • 
v 
4 
The following information is for clnssificntion purpose only. 
1. Sex: Male 絮 
Female At* 
她 ,P I 
2. Age: 1 8 - 2 0 /J ^ ^ 
2 1 - 3 0 -y j - i o ^ 
3 1 - 40 VI" ^ % 
Above 40 W v > 
3. Martial Status: Single 
Married 
4. Occupation: Profcssional/Executive 勢來多叙乂 負 
White Collar / ¾ ^ ¾ 
Blue Collar 备 属 一 ~ ~ -
Housewife (no w o r k i n ^ ： ^ ! 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ — — — 
Student , 
5. Education Level: Below primary or primary ^A \ — 
Secondary 中 v ^ 
Matriculation ^ 
CoU^e /U—ly 夂 • 路 茂 
Thank you very much for your cooperation! 
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Chinese University of Hong Kong 
SURVEY ON GENDER PORTRAYALS IN T.V. COMMERCIALS 
SECTION I CONSUMER PROFILE 
Please indicate your answer with a V" on the line p r o v i d e d . " ^ 在 惠 谓 名 % ^ ^ - f c - / 
激 制 / ^ : 7 冬 4 趟 7 、 
1. How often do you drink beer? v 
a. Daily 铪曰 ��. 
b. Weekly 餘 參 辦 
c. Monthly 奇 终 
d. Occasionally 隨 十 一—^ 
才 珣 脊 仗 你 / 錄 • 構 4 狗 ? t f. 9 
2. On average, how many can of beer do you consumc cach time/ 
• • 
a. < l e a n > • 边 ^ ^ : 
b. l - 3 c a n ( s ) z 减 至 二 在 I ~ ” T 
c. 4 - 7 c a n s 询 線 象 也 魏 
d. > 7 cans • ~ ~ ~ “ 
3 H a v ^ y ^ E c ^ o u ^ i t t h ^ o l ^ n f ' ^ c s of seasoning products? ( S 今 愁 
ing saucc, c.g. Marinade saucc, V\ 
v ^ ^ ^ f Curry saucc, Char Siu s a u c c ^ ^ ^ a ~ 
b. ^ t ^ t s i i c i ' X ^ ^ ^ Saucc ^ ^ ^ 一“““~ 
0 
• •• 
• • • • 
V 
* •«. • • , ‘ ••
 #
r . • . . . : ' . 二 , . . . • . . ： , .. 
• • • V ' • • • • • •• 
• • • • • • • • 
, • • • • . ’ 
• . • . • • 
• - • . • ••' • • • 
/ • ‘ 
• # • • • 
SECTION II GENDER PORTRAYAL 
“ ― 嫩 m • . 咖 管 
o •• « ‘ 
• a： Haw far do yen »cree list man l»a» ptayed * dominate fole in charadcf portrapl in mo»l of tl»c ^ ^ ^ ^ 
v ^ ' ^ f 1 ¾ ¾ 1 ¾ , t ^ ^ ~ “ 1 “ “ “ 2 3 4 
b . How far Jo you tWnk Ibat woman has been wed M a eataljr*! ！n mi»« of 1»« T.V. coromerchli In : 2 , ,4- • j 
疡礅—•'沁糟抝ft笆了 • ’ . 
. � Ho«r hfdp you 9gree that women have been porlrayetl as IradUIonal fulNtimc homcmakers !n most • ^ ^ ^ ^ 
棉癉，她.¾ i l l _ 容 & M f •， 
d. Hwr fxt do you tW«k Hot *»«»•» ^  *»««» •» woinen 1b m<Mt of ,!,e r'y' f 3 名 
^ ¾ ¾ ¾
0
¾ ¾ ^ ^ - 敏 拟 饽 命 侈 弗 — ^ ^ 一 — ‘ 
• • . • 
C» • Do yon lUiik lliat the gender porlrayatc in motl of the T.V. coiiimercSals can reflect llie reaRly in 
脅 • 中 • 鉍 妨 渌 咖 帕 雊 啫 胙 : 1 ¾ ¾ ^ ~ 2 ^ Z R 3 够叙蛾砥笮？ UVeNor ^ 
• • DWJfc« DlsKke DUKke f • ‘ . . 
• SjJ^ H^^ ^^ C^PMirajtds^ aeaiatyrtfciTiy.ttMiiinwcIali’ m “ . ；, . ！ j ., 4 ———5 
你锶令瓞罨女恨呱溶跳序源麵柺飧珧趟^^论？ ? ： 
•瓜 • / : 
^ Do yo« Skc nviNnan bclne portnyed as i (UMInte hmicmftker i«I T.V. commcrciaU ？ • • I • 2 - 3 —— 4 S 
h* Doyoa fike a nrMressIvc; careeMjfjie woman txtnc portrayed In T.V* comraercSab 7 . ‘ I 2 . 5 4 ^ 
w Disagree Disagree Dlucree A f f t t Afftc 
a# Hour far do you iCree that man has played » donAwtc role ；« di»ractcr porlnipl in most of iht 
.露；益^广名！^^身描呢跳/射灸取•铽部 一1 一 2 — 5 一 4 一 5 
•• • . • 
•虹 Itwf far do yoa iMnk thai woman has been wseJ as a cdtalyxl in moil of the, Beer : ) 4 ^ 
伤 n 婧"v胁纥&了 v 
^ Doyott think that the semter portrapb in most ofAe Deer T.V. commer^ah 
a n reflect the reaniyin Hong Kons? v v, X h 1 2 3 4 5 
你 , 蚝 伪 濟 婶 涤 为 f e 瑁 七 扬 於 跑 鴯 . HcUhc 
肽啫胁够叙畎砥赁•， » D-^ e uu sr办 
j Do ymi Cke wema« bcinc portrayed u a calalyM ini Oeer T.V. eommereiali ? 
女 作 如 奔 躕 吼 地 鉍 鉍 栎 f r a r ~-1. — 2 — 3 — 4 一 5 . 
• * • 
C# D。jfwt Bk•翁 progreolv^  cawec^ tjfjio woma鼴 being portfayed Deer T«V« commerdak T • n A K 
你磁今摊泰：4^44¾%¾¾彳将谀一傩 一 一 • . ~ 一 
• • .. # • % 
• • 
t* 4 
• • /�. 
•. • . * • I , 
. • . •• • 
鲁 * • •• • 
• • • ‘ _ • • • . • • . • • . • • • ‘ 
• • • _ • • • • 
. . . • 
• • 
� •• . / . . 
• • . 
氐 Seasoning Product 补 制 德 Ndu^ 辦 “ 狀 
ilronefy AereeNor SUo^lf 
SU How far do you agree tbal «ramen liave been portrayed ss tra«li(ionBl fuIMime homemakert in moil DUajjwe D!»trec Diugrca Ac«e t « c of Ihe ScMeutig T.V. coinmerciab In Hens Xonc7 . ^foU^ VihM n a^p ——i — ^ ——？ — — ^ 
b. Doyw think that ibeeenJef poi 丨 rayali moit of the Seaionuic T.V.commereiab 
^¾^1¾ 1 ^ 1 ¾ ^ 0 ^ 1 ¾ ^ T _ 2 _ i 3 , , 
拐 淡 ' 跪 觖 眇 / 又 啾 紈 ~ ~ ~ 
How far do you lUnk ltia( wonun hat been poftoyed at busy carccr women in moil of llic 
StMitmlmg T.V. commcrcltli In Hone IConc? . • � • • • ‘ 
DURke 0*t«Kk« Dbl»« Uk« UU 
D® |w» Cke wpm»N banc portrayed u a fufMims homemsicer in Seuonine T.V. . 
m^m^ ^ ^ 一 ‘ ——： 一 1 — 4 — " 
C. DoyovSkea prosreuive, careeMype woman beine (iortra}«4 J« Scsmiiwic T.V. 
IJi^Mi^ 1 ¾ ^ M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ： 一 1 一 2 一 3 一 4 一 J 
7. Wtat ia.d>orrem,len«ftrapl do ” lM»k U »»;Ublc for loda/. bee^ic^^ Prod«cUT.V. eonf«crebM • 
讽 “ ^ 梦协您ILiuonal—fcomcnuker , ••• ^^ — — 
, -f. • The comliHWOiiiciw. tc, housework • oyuUe cmptoynieiil 
t^ ateeowkMed • finaadal!/ InJepenJeM ’ « 
•L 拟对 © 
• • 业 、 — 
• * • • • ‘ « ‘ 
v .v .. 
‘ \ 
a ‘ • A 
• ； • •广•••• • • 
• . ’ • . • . 
9 
• . I 
# 
SECTION III SELECTIVE T.V. COMMERCIALS 
. C O M M E R C I A L I 海 -
A g ir ls i t t ing in a coffcc shop. She is reading the n c ™ r and hanng a 八 二 
voice behind says, -Right time, rigln placc, right beer." At the end the girl talks lo an old man and sa^. 
,k.‘k银-〜如K也实；6 4 鄉 W W .条他械七众同-确为人赛销 s 
"Dad, l a m a grown-up now and I know how to choose."^ 
3 ^al^lfe/^^i^Jl! 1^¾ ^ wive In lM« T.V. commercial 7 
• su， A tfaiKlonal hotwewife wJlboul a Job 
b. A workinc bdMciw'fe ^ IfiX^f ^ ^ ^ ^ ‘； 
c. An little pendent <!n6!e female^ 
J. Thefenialeamwaotalyil fs JBf. 一 ~ 
e. Others, pleaie ipeeMV ^ f e / f ^ f ^ ^ 
p. ^yLr^nto^J eM^l^n^^neMit!^^^^JfS^lJicrJb® (he mesuce 
•Rlilil lime, n^ il place, Rlfihl beeri* . 
d. Otfccri, pl««e spceSfy • 
10 _ Do you Kke thts portroyal of femaie in Ifiit T.V. commefoal 
‘ - ‘ 譬 I = 嫌 务 , 
Dtslilte DisRIte Dislike Ukc Like • 
• • •• j 2 '3 
• • • • 
你银鯓嘬4•从伐ft&迤哼A凌噙® ffe形瓠？ 
11. Do you pgtcc tliac llie above portrayals are suilabte lo the imace of beer ？ 
办畚3瑜 ^ ¾ ¾ . Strongly Affce Nor Slronrtf Diiasree Disaeree Oisacree Acrce Acree 
- I -2 3 4 5.. 
• * 
,• • • • ‘ • • • - .• • . • 
.v •• •• • , • . • . • 
‘• 1 • ‘ 
“ • 
V . ‘ 
• ‘ » A 
• . 、〈•，. . • ‘ .丨. 
•. '* ； >'1 ‘ / * • � • • • 
• • 
• • « 
• •• 
COMMERCIAL II 摩 — 
A young male executive goes into a bar with a girl dressed in red. He orders a bottle of beer but he cannot 
-mik^Uym 汝 人 路 砂 a i 朋 A 锊 必 入 菸 一 倒 怖 . 瓜 料 办 - 鸦 
pour k into the glass. The glass just keeps moving. Another young male cxccutive sitting next to him 
successfully Hlls the glass mth Carlsberg. Finally, even the g!r! friend !s attracted by this young cxccutivc who 
appears to be more able to make right choiccs. 
220 J^thS^ci^l^^^^tli^^^icr^il^ihaT^co^icrcbl 7 ^^ • 
x A iradiCiona! housewife without a 
� b. A workfeg housewUe ^ f y ^ 
c. An indepemlenl »!»e!e f e m a l e ^ j ^ j t j C j f ^ M ' i ^ ^ ' — — 
i . The female acts u « calalyrt ^ f i j ) ^ j & f ^ ^ ' & b ^ f e 
e. 0丨丨•叫 ffe 4 
1 3 . In of Ibe foUowuis statement U Ike mosl appropriale to describe Uie messaee 
flu i^^ ^adslii^  ^ ^ it^m^^ 反彡 4 
M ^ ^  i H Z ‘ 
b. Ta prdiuote nluseuhr im»ce 
c. Ri^fcer^ Jifi^mcii MndVfomen • . 
山 Olbcr^ a^U c^^ ir 
鄘 / ^ 蟪 减 廣 卷 1 ¾ / 鄉 卢 ^ - ¾ ] ¾ ¾ 色 之 
14. Do you liks this portrapTor female ia ihit T.V. commercial? 
• • • Dislike Dislike Dislike Like JJkc 
I i • ' .a ——— 3 • " 4 • • 5 
• • e ff^Ai ^ i i ? 
1 5 . Do you like Iho portrayal of male In (bis T.V. commcraal T 
V • 输 狐 染 办 精 4 
Sfrenety Like Nor Strongly Dltike Dislke DhKke Like Uke 
rl —2 ——~3 - 4 5 
16« Do you agrso that the above porlnpb are suSubte to the inia^o of beer ？ 
. , 二。， 娜 . 
DIsac拕。 Disafree Dtsafrce Agre  Agre  
X - 2 3 4 J 
： • 
, . . . , ' , 
‘ ‘ * 
v . • 
. . ‘ 4 . 
• • • • . • • • •• • • • • , • • • ‘ •？• J • • , • • S ... • •• • ••• • •• • • • ••:•�••• • . •  • . . •:•�/:• • • V • •. . Tv? •••••• • • , • 
• • • • • • •• • • . • : • • • • . . • _ ••••. • ! • . •• •• ••'••• • 
• / . • “ ••，書• ••• ••••：.•： . •. • • • • • • • ••••••".  • , • / . 
• 費 , • 
...，:- ( • ‘ 
COMMERCIAL III 房 名 工 ， 
A w f c is phoning her husband, asking him whether he has any problem in preparing (he diniicr for her 
- 歧 办 农 灯 银 叙 比 俏 伪 逾 烀 确 崎 m - t m ^ f i j ^ i ^ ^ 
friends. Her husband proudly says that he can prepare the Marinaded Cluckcns. But later, he finds (bat it 
) ¾ • 、 條 ' 丄 知 夫 扮 鸡 斿 仙 I 水 鉍 同 1 ¾ ¾ 诚 錄 - 箱 焱 1 / ¾ • 义 夭 蒗 
is very difncult to make the saucc. Fortunately, his wife coincs home with the Lcc Kam Kce saucc and he 
can successfully make the dishes and is praised highly by her wfe's friends. 
1 7 . AVhal is the female portrayal that you perceive in ihb T.V. commercial， 
� a. ‘八 lf8«mUM»lMMBw!fcwftlioit 费 '一 
h A vwlinu housewife 外 扔 PJ [p 棼 备 i ^ t / f 
ft An ImlepeiMleiil On^e k a t a i a ^ j f ^ J ^ 
d. The female acli as a calalysl 
尸 n 花 槽 • 概 触 
Olhen. pl«»e 
In your opinioi^ wltieli of the followine slatcmcnC is (he most approprhle to describe the messaee 
1 8 . oTlhU 
T.y#commercial？. ^ • > 
恭 修 妨 琛 彳 ‘ 
x Cooo hclpert (or lliose who do nol know 1 
, 瓶 • 錄 麵 4 總 | | — 尿 •• 
heusewtvts b/ a noiflr^iftioiial rdla A i L ^ r ^ a ' U H ^ pby of husband aiul wnfe —— 
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TIic following information is for clnssiilcation purpose only. 
1. Sex: Male 男 
Female 
2. Age: . 18-20 / S - y o ^ 
21 - 30 >1" io 
31 - 40 V| - 4-0 ^ — 
Above 40 f O ^ > 
3. Martial Status: Single � 
Married ^J 始 — 
4. Occupation: Profcssional/Exccutivc % % / ^ ^ k A ^ 
White Collar / ¾ ^ 
Blue Collar ^ . / ¾ ¾ 
House硫(noworkin政鄉者、錄么种 
Student , — 
• • 
5. Education I-cvcI: Below primary or primary ( J ^ ^ f ^ ^ ^ MA [m 
Secondary V^  
Matriculation ^ ¾ 一 
CoUcge/Univcrsily -





APPENDIX F - THE ASSOCIATION OF ACCREDITED ADVERTISING 
AGENTS OF HONG KONG 
List of Members 
Backer Spielvogel Bates Limited 
BBDO Hong Kong Limited 
Bozell Limited 
CCAA International Limited 
Compu-Ad Centre Limited 
D'Arcy Masius Benton & Bowles Modern Ltd. 
DDB Needham Worldwide DIK Limited 
Foote, Gone & Belding Limited 
iFortune Advertising (HK) Limited 
HDM Limited 
J Walter Thompson Company Limited 
Lee Davis Ayer Advertising Ltd. 
Leo Burnett Limited 
Lintas: Hong Kong Limited 
McCann-Erickson (HK) Limited 
Ogilvy & Mather (HK) Pte Limited 
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